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I. INTRODUCTION
 
The Analytical Case Study
 
On June 30, 1975 contractual arrangements were completed
 
between the Agency for International Development and the
 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education for
 
an Analytical Case Study of the Korean Educational Development
 
(KEDI). The agreement stated that the "Contractor will in
 
the course of this study document the development of KEDI,
 
assess its progress, and provide consultative resources
 
for the continued development of KEDI and its operations."
 
It :as understood that the contractual arrangements covered
 
by the Basic Ordering Agreement (AID/ta-BOA-1034) for the
 
period June 30, 1975 to March 31, 1977 were to be amended to
 
extend the project to August 30, 1978. It was further under­
stood that case study activities would involve both AACTE and
 
the University of Pittsburgh staff as well as other consultants
 
as needed including Korean educational specialists.
 
Korean Educational Development Institute
 
The Korean Educational Development Institute, founded in
 
1972 by the Ministry of Education as its external research
 
and development component, is an independent, autonomous, and
 
government-funded educational research and development center.
 
Its primary mission at the present time is "to undertake
 
comprehensive and systematic reform proqrams for the schools
 
in Korea." However, once KEDI came into existence, the
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Ministry of Education and the nation looked to KEDI to
 
assume a broader and more comprehensive role in Korean
 
educational research and development. Thus, in the few
 
short years of its existence, KEDI has assumed responsibility
 
not only for the Elementary-Middle School Development Project
 
which focused on the 7rimary mission of comprehensive and
 
systematic reform of Korean education in 
the first nine
 
grades of the schools, but also for a number of other
 
significant educational areas of concern. Included among
 
these are the following: population education, air and
 
correspondence studies at the secondary school level, teacher
 
training research, industrial arts and skill learning, long
 
range educational planning, Saemaul education (New Community
 
Movement), informal dnd non-formal education programs,
 
instructional and educational radio and television, women's
 
studies, and educational policy studies. With the assumptiun
 
of these significant tasks, KEDI has emerged as a major force
 
for educational change in Korea.
 
Purposes of the Analytical Case Study
 
In view of the significant role which KEDI has assumed in
 
the field of education, its progress and accomplishments are
 
of considerabie interest and 
concern to many individuals and
 
groups in Korea - the Ministry of Education, universities and
 
colleges, administrators and teachers in the public and
 
private schools, the education community (ienerally, the 
national government, and the public. In addition, the U.S.
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Agency tor International Development, in view of its close
 
relationships and involvement with KEDI since its founding,
 
is particulariy concerned about the role of the Analytical
 
Case Stuay in assessing KEDI's progress and providing
 
consultative resources for its continued development.
 
Further, it is Delieved tnat the international community of
 
educators in both developed and aeveloping nations will find
 
useful a careTul and detailed documentation of a major
 
educational retorm efTort which may have implications far
 
beyona the borders ot Korea.
 
Initial Project TaSKS 
Prior to the formal undertaking of the case study by
 
a team or educators from the United States and Korea, tne
 
team leader, Dr. Paul H. Masoner, completed two planning
 
documents on the basis of on-site visits to KEDI, conferences
 
witn KEUI stafr, and discussions with external educational
 
leaders and with AID staff. These two reports, which serve
 
as a basis for the project plan and its development, are:
 
Keport of Preliminary Plannina r'ro~ ect for an 
Analyticai Case Study, Norean kduchat-onal 
Development Institute, April, lj75 
lannin Information: Initial earnm/Consul tdnt 
visit to Korea forna--Tivtical Case Study of KEDI,
T571215 
First interim Report 
In November of 1975, the Atialytical uase Study ieam began 
the comprehensive study of the Korean Educational uevelopment 
Institute during a three-weeK period of resldence in Korea. 
Included in the team were five educators from the United 
States and two educators from Korea. In addition, a $ Si 
consultant group which provided assistance and support to 
the team included ont educator from the United States and 
________ four educators from Korea._____________ 
The outcome of the' initial team study has been reported 
in a 227 page publication entitled First Interim Report: 
Analytical Case Study of the Korean Educational Development 5, 
Institute (1976). 
Second Interim Report 
During June-July of 1976, the Analytical Case Study Team 
continued its comprehensive study of KEDI during a second 
three-weeK period of residence in Korea. Team members 
continueo to focus their attention on certain major concerns: 
KEDI organization, management, and operations; the Elementary-
Middle School Development Project; Instructional and 
educational radio ana television; and the expanding role of 
S KEDI. Along with tnis focus on substantive responsibilities 
of KEOI, the team continued to look at KEDI's development 
as an institutional entity on the Korean educational scene. 
This process is described in the First Interim Report under 
the heading "criteria of success categories." 
The report of the team is included in this present 
volume, tne Second Interim Report: Analytical Case Study of 
the Korean Educational-Development Institute (1977). 
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international 	agencies with offices in Korea, and the Ministry
 
of Education. A list of, these conferences follows:
 
-,-',-,---,CORFERE C S DISCUSSIONS/OBSERVAT ONS .:-7-----
BY MEMBERS OF A.C.S. TEAM 
- ~~~June 21 -July 	9, 1976 

-.. 	
---­
-(Note: 
 Does, not include conferences at. KEDI 
-
Date ORGANIZATION/INSTITUTION/PURPOSE 	 Persons visited
 
June 25 Chang Kyun. Elementary School (Seoul) 	Principal and
 
Staff
 
To visit KEDI demonstration school,
 
to observe KEDI program, and to meet
 
with principal and teachers for
 
discussions in depth concernirg
 
program
 
June 26 National Central Library 	 Dr. Oh Sung Chick-

Director
 
To discuss early developments

leading to establishment of KEDI
 
June 27. Xyung-Ju Office of Education 	 Mr. Son Sung Mocks
 
Director
 
To discuss Saemaul activities in
 
district and to explore KEDI role
 
inmovement
 
June 28 Provinqial Board of Education in Mr. Lee Sung Jo,

GYong Barovince (Taegu) Superintendent
 
To discuss population aducation,
 
KEDI try.out programs, and other
 
. KEDI activities .. 	 . .
- .. 

June 28 	 Rese, roh jureau inGyona Bug Mr. An Byun a
 
FroVI nc4TaegU) Staff
-and 

To review and discuss relationships
 
of Research Bureau with KEDI 
 -
h.. EOI . 
.................- I -	 - C
 
--
-- 
*1-7. 
June 28 Gyunq Hae GirisIMiddle Schaool Principal 
'To revIew ana aiscuss, 1 othuse of 
4- - . .. ....)?I::i ...... apopulsation+:d +, ­o-:+ + :, 1t,,,i ' Nunmtras)1.:tocons romm 
apnio onsiderd recommendations
 
June 30 S-entul foN td UnvriyD.Cug1m"fEuat onal 
one to chool
slet reactions'..
AdmrniKtration Chal 
To metd th prt an r aknog u''i ASteri00 

in teDprialtann n
inpr-service rga 
 -

Juno 30 eoul Naomns University. 

::concering KEDI
 
ond to sice iteiach edation Dr. Chung WoTo-4u 
ofnKsiuati cul inpro-service
 
To oxplore rmp o furey ea 
in-service teacher education and
and inerice teache eolda ti ;:i !:+  +:::i!-; -/ 
Spossible 
 cooperative relationships

of KEDI in such- arole­
inttuinsI ro-serice
 
- - - - -Chung-Ju - -July 2 Junior Teachers College Dean and Staff. 
To discuss the°prg-service and in­
service curriculum for elementary

school teachers and to consider the.
 
present and potential future role and
 
relationship of Junior teachers­
colleges and KEI.
 
July 3 ejtY.Lnciagl$.urd of Eucation9. Superintendent 
(1)To review experience of the Provincial
 
Board of Education with KEI program- -­
and to gain furtherinsights into
 
-possiblim~rovements 
 InKED program
 
4.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~i1 - - - - - - - - - - - -­p +:) :+++:+L ; :+: ;):'1. 
7';.(2) 	 To, study the rol e of4 the Provincial Director 
4' ucational Research Center, Its 
 4
rel atI nsh ip'with-KE DI an'd po's s 1e~ 
t o +tota-l.KEDI-proadiscuss 	 am. 
"4 Jully 6 UNESCO/UNICEF' 	 Jefr Kirby- -Mr. 
A , . 
" ~Adviser '<n-To study .present and potential Science Education4­
relations hi ps of s~cience eqimnprogram with 'KEDI program 
. 
'
July.6 Koreanec n7 Institute of Science and. Dr. \'ang4Jae Hyun, 
. .ViceTecnoogy 	 President
 
Dr. Pack, H W.

To understand role of KIST inKorea,.Technology Transfer
 
. to exp lore potentileain p nand KIST-KED 
-. activities
 
July 7 Dao Woo-Industrial Co. Ltd. 	 Dr., Kim Du-Coog 
President-and stf..
..nd.t 
..... .. . .... . .......... 

To observe manufacturing activities
 
inmodern Korean factory, to di scuss

needs of inlustry for raineduworker51ad to explore potential relationships. ....
 '4
 
of schools with industry and KEDI's 

.possible role.. 

-
June 29 Ewha Women's University 	 Kim Dong Chul
-Dr. 

Professor

and (1)1 	 To discuss communication problems Journalism
 
related to KEDI's instructional
 
++++++ 	 + i + +4.44 ++d +++i+ ~ ' its +......... ++ i~!'+++++ ++++++++- ++++ +++++
.+++ July++  7 +++++++lmoel+++ and implementation+i +++ ++++++ +++++  ++   + 44.444+  	 +  ++++
.... 
44 4 ?+" + 44.++++++,+++++++++(2) To review and study special croblems 	 44+44++ 
... +++ ''++44 + + +++ +:>+++ ' +++ I 4-.V 	 '+ -++ O42444+ ..++ ++  4-44-44444-44-4_ ' 4 	 ++L + ++++4 4 4.44-44<4.4.4  	 .44++++++44" ++4+ + +44.44444 + '4 .......4- 44-i;!+ 444 4. 44 44' + +'+ +  4+ ii k
4 .... 4444+++....... ''
relating to ITV and I&in. KE I progam 
. 
44j. 4 4 4'-44444 '. 4 4.' 44 4-- +C' o ' O '4 "44 4 ++++++++44+++ ,
"13 44 -a-tions Development ProjectJuly 7 444~.44~ ~ United4t4+~ '- 4+4- 4+ 	 Mr. Andrew Geair,+''4,+,, +' 4W4.'4	 4, ' 'A"4.C ........... ................. j\444-fr ­4"4 4+4 V - 444"', 4.. ....... 4444 s++ '4444+++ 

, . .Deputy Research 
To discuss. UNDP and UNICEF activities Representative'
related to educational development. 
 4
 
and to KEDI program 
July 7 gntdain ud o ouain Mr. Richard Moore 
To discuss MOE and KEDI population 
education responsibilities and activities 
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July 7 	 Kcrean Institute for Research in Dr. Lee Sun Jin
 
the Behavioral Sciences Director
 
Dr. Kim Sang Ho
 
To understand KIRBS perception of Dep. Director
 
KEDI, to review the activities of
 
KIRBS, and to explore present and
 
potential relationships of KEDI
 
and KIRBS
 
July 7 Korean Development Institute Dr. Kim Mahu Jo
 
President
 
To understand the role of KDI, to Dr. Kim Sookou
 
review relationships of KDI with Manpower Policy
 
KEDI, and to explore potential and Others
 
future relationships 
July 7 	 Korean Federation of Teacher Mr. Hong Soon Bum
 
Associations Dir. Res. Divison
 
To discuss in-service teacher education
 
goals of KFEA and relationships with 
KEDI, its program, its present and 
future plans 
Team/Consultant Membership
 
Members of the team involved in the June-July, 1976
 
study were i's 	 follows:
 
Dr. John 0. 8olvln 
Associate Dean and Professor of Educational Research
 
School of Education
 
University of Pittsbirgh
 
Dr. William F. Crady
Profes,or and Chairman
 
Dlvi-)ion of 'ducational Communications
 
Colhlge of Education
 
Temp I Uni ven Si ty 
Dr. Ran Soo Ki!m
 
Prof,!-,or of [ducation
 
Graduat, School of EducationYonr ; I, Unt i v , r"; I t y 
D r 4 ,I i ,Io ( [.I#($ 
Prof, ; r or of [ducation
 
Coll, ep of IducatIon
 
Seoul Notional University
 
Dr.. Set S..ld n 
Drooo
Betycatnt 
Asitn enadProfessor of Education
 
< Co-Drco 
nieest fCenerfructratioalSude 
Unive'lerst soittsug
 
Dr. Paul'.E'asone(TaLadr
Professor of Education 
Univrsit nentoa tde
oEdcntrior 

University of Pittsburgh
 
Dr.Plaulto t asne ldteader)
(Team wng 
Professor o dcto
 
Deanl EmaritnUs iest
 
Colg of Education
 
Universitynof Pittsburgh
 
Dr. Kimhun Ch!ol
 
Professor
 
College of Education
 
' Seoul National University
 
Professor Kimanq1oChul
 
Professor
 
College of Education 
Ewha Women's University
 
Dr. Lim Joan Cheen
 
Proesdor
 
Sonu an University
 
DPrski. hu
Dong

Pofesanso esd 
Collegte Sof
EdctonulcAmnsrto
 
Seog Jutn University .
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II. ORGANIZATION, IANAGEIENT, AND OPERATIONS 
A. f1ISSION OF KEDI 
The mission of KEDI and the purposes related to that mission as
 
described in the First Interim Report continue to give direction to
 
KEDI operations. The mission statement, ts derived from various
 
sources, 	is stated as follows:
 
The Korean Educational Development Institute serves
 
the "inistry of Education in the analysis of educa­
tional need in Korea and in the invention and trial
 
of effective and efficient programs and structures
 
for the improverent of the educational system.
 
Related to this mi-ssion statement are a number of purposes which
 
guide KEDI prograrns and activities. These purposes are listed as
 
fol1ows:
 
1. To determine educational ideals and nh.jectives which reflect
 
the cultural heritage, social reality, and future direction
 
of Kxorean 	 societ,/ 
2. To refnrmulate and systeriatize educat 4onal content to corres­
pond to educational objectives
 
3. To develop and utilize modern educational r.ethnds, facilities,
 
and r.matprials to achieve an effective ard economically efficient
 
prorram 	of oducation 
4. To establish a cnrprehen',ive research and developrment acencvl 
to assist the 'inistrv of Education in forrulatin() educational 
polik,/ for the nation 
In the task of achievino the ohiecives exnlicit and irplici t in 
both the 	 r isslon sta tnr'nt and the statr'-ont of purposes, KENI has 
been involved, since it, founding in 1972, in an increasinq number 
of mptra nt educational nepie etrlt tvte
 
snce !the beinn asbe h leet;yIldl col eonin
 
Proect This pro7ect intill exece to reqir fie eas
 
T:i::7 school S{th roriie effi ci ent , : more ieffective ::: 7!:middle wi if);n~d7h Iiner '7:: i7::}/ 
/:: : jiuali ty educattional pro~rAMS ;"rTh is nrn iect, :whic cc~nt1inup. :-tM h:e) ::, },:/,:::::::::::: 
S:(::KEDI:'s rmaOr responsili1ty, has rade: rerark~hle proqress tm4,e :r::: }::-t-ard : 
'' the achievement. of: improved educmtional ptrn. rAms fon the children: ::L.:rm: 
and youth of Korea,. . : :: . :.: 
" : How-ever, in addititon to the E-11 Prn.tect, KEDI has Assuired rany:v : 
oprtin mw suprtv of~ K3D prngr3 

other responsibilities as the externf.l research /and dpevplnnrnnt : :{ 
­
r cormponent of the !'inistr/ofEutin rn hseserso­
si bil1 t1 es in the: fol mIcdn Areas : educationn~lpol icy P.nd ,pl npnn;,
 
l i ncrensing derrands for study in higher. edcto istutions;, in­
,: :dustria'- Arts , vocational And:technical educ.tinn; cnrruni ty ::".:" 
S education-, popu1^tion: education; :teacher educatirnl-, hinh school tf: } 
. air and correspondence; wonmen's ,educAtiOn;r itntern-itinnp1 educ, tinn : ­
" : 'S : program ; :and: publications. ::: : r ' +" } ;'':' " ' ': 
::::- ' : ist Cle~r that KEDI continues to foecus: its:elfforts And resnurces / i 
7;::upon the t^.sk of improving educntion and aducp~til irnrtunitieg .. : :: :: : 
; ::. ae lal 7:described in th htfle ere r~de in order to.:"*:/ . 
. imp~rove orpanizetion:, to focus upon oriciinal, purmm,es', And to rakn:: .: //:: 
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B. THE NEW KEDI ORGANIZATION
 
Formal Organization
 
Figure I shows the organization chart which became
 
effective January 1, 1976. Figure II breaks out the
 
Planning and Coordination Office for further description
 
and 	Figure III further describes the Research and Development
 
Department. Figure IV represents an attempt to create a
 
chart which is more functionally accurate than the chart
 
shown in Figure I.
 
Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees continues to
 
be the policy body for KEDI. Only two changes have been
 
made in membership since November, 1975, both in the ex­
officio category:
 
Additional Ex-Officio member -

Mr. Jae Kyu Park, Director, Office of Supervision, MOE
 
Replacement -

Mr. Il Jae Park, Director, Science Education Bureau,
 
MOE, replaced 11r. Koh Kwang Dug
 
Internal Structure. As of January, 1976, KEDI made
 
organizational changes calculated to meet the following
 
criteria:
 
1. 	 Improve control and coordination of E-M Project
 
2. 	Reduce the number of high-level administrators and
 
attendant criticism from within 1O[
 
3. Adjust to porsonnel chanqes and competencies 
The new -,tru(. trH , a,. ,hown In Fiqure I aid further 
described in 1*4itrev II, 111, IV, is 1oj ickil .'xtension 
of the thinking which went into the structure proposed in 
-14­
late 1975. (See Figure III, p.44, of the First Interim
 
Report) Instead of separating the E-M Project related
 
activities and individual and ad hoc research and program
 
activities as was proposed at that time, those activities
 
are now combined in one Research and Development Department.
 
Although formal structures do not guarantee improved
 
coordination, it is reasonable to assume that ad hoc programs
 
and research will have greater pay-off to t .e E-M Project 
if there is common direction. Since much of the activity
 
of the Department is in curriculum development, it is
 
important that the topical content generated in such activities
 
as Saemaul Education and Population Education be reflected
 
in subject matter and material developed for the E-M Project.
 
In general terms, organizational structure follows
 
organizational function. Thus, the KEDI programs and
 
products are the foci ol structure and, as budgetary data
 
show, receive the greatest attention. In order to show that
 
program ccpartnments are the important KEDI components, the 
proposed organizational chart shown in Figure IV removes 
the Administration Burpau from the same organizational line 
as the programs and puts it at the same level as the Planning 
and Coordination Office.
 
This proposed chart (Figure IV) attempts to depict a 
functionaI separation of four components: 
1. General Managers - Board, Director, Deputy Director 
2. 	 Management Servicts - Plannlng and Coordination and 
Adminisitration Bureau functions 
-15­
3. 	Program Management - Research and Development and
 
Educational Broadcasting
 
4. Specific programs
 
It appeared to the visiting team that KEDI clearly
 
attempts to function in the manner described 4n Figure IV.
 
Although the new structure is clearly more rational than
 
the one operational in 1975, it is limited in implementation
 
by manpower considerations. Because of prior roles and
 
work demands, the heads of the two major departments perform
 
many tasks somewhat outside current role designations.
 
The Planning and Coordination Office seems to be so busy with
 
day-to-day requirements that its potential to develop
 
planning and evaluation aids to both management and programs
 
is not realized.
 
Planning for in-service training, evaluation of
 
administrative practices, task analysis, and the like
 
are not systematically approached. This is not criticism
 
of current staff members. It is intended to encourage
 
KEDI to be as attentive to the training and information needs
 
of its management service personnel as it tries to be for
 
those working on research tasks or in the E-M Project.
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FIGURE II
 
PLANNING AND COORDINATION OFFICE
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C. MANAGEME~NT ANDOPERATIONS.
 
KED a Its
cotinesto progress an organization.,
4 5... ....... .
.. . ... . - . .
 
structure isadequate and as rational as any other might 
be. There is no present need to bec concerned about continuous.. 
restructuring of the organization. 
Fi xint toce o upon
 
>+.. strengthening the capability of the Planning and Coordination 
Ofieto serve both management and programs. That Office2 
should be encouraged, through training of personnel and 
release fromnsome immediate responibilites, to bgin 
to work directly with program departmtnts inthe resolution 
of planning, communications, and coordination problems 
identified within those departments. The Office must not 
be forced or allowed to become largely a monitoring 
operation which uses certain planning techniques. if It 
Isto be of long term use to KEDI# itmust become more and2 
more sophisticated In Internal data collection and analysis 
-
and assume a *helping" stance wherever that sophistication
:!++++i ++++++++i i; + i ' + '+++ +i++ii
++ ++ i++++i+ ;f+ ++++242 
2'>o isneeded+ +++++++inthe organization.+,o +: +;:+; ;,,+ ++ +++ i # ++++ 
11/2.> , , r - - 555,5,,,,+.+ + +++++,.:f++;++- +Beyond changes already made structurally, the major

+:i :+ + 2"++1:+++++ -. : ++ 4+:i~f...s5,2.554task isnow 'sa matter+ +.fof getting'++,+ people inroles which25,sf 525are >22 52s ,;+2, 1 r.. ++i  55 ++++,+5552<>,5553525?++ + 255 4.,.'?52 2 it,, 
+i+i++i+ 4'/ ++~:-V5 ++1 ++!+ s1+++i ++: + :'++++ 5 2+i+ 22 2most compatible with their skills and interests, Ina
 
young and rapid-growth Institution people will outgrow
 
roles and roles will outgrow people, Tserefore it Is
 
necessary to retrain Incumbent personnel If they are 

expected to fulfill functions different from those for which 
-.
 
they were originally employed.
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Whl thi deiaini amrbe tisuraoal 
toexpetA tha deiato toAA continue 4defiite t 
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tod iexetthamededicand toptaconu neinbitldigtod
 
ofprdce both equapntaien
culiaivsrslts#
 
Sinacia aid supported prmaieeny fEom perai funds
s 

rhequremes oropeurtn expeditroedebtoretremten
 
and mintren payntscio andcapilcots inebldiemngsfunds
 
woghife qcuupaent.ahere iscofnd for thamorztizon
 
lofnspaer andueuie costs. 
Sinaca ndis ge maupportisvetedp mail fromepbifun s 
ofthe isanno presur oresntbish oce-dure toraten 
Mangmintsaindcostutin and Isequimn rsepemgue funds 
Dwichbaccmuate endAchouyear acrading toIn athAditn io 
fscdlme.s andedisunliey InKwoul
ht etat thgue 

careicton andateen offsa oiy nenly
 
finncal aniyI
dvpd bugetmanagemensditreunt
 
There is no need to complicate fiscal procedures 
beyond the'level required by law and ROKG regulations. 
~it, is important, how~ever, that KEDI anticipate dramatic 
ji-' increases -inresource needs -in the'areas,'of- debt retirement 
and capital'expenditures well inadvance of need., Other-i 
w~wses----trnay-appear-n-a-g iyen-Year,4Mht-gED.--i s-present-ing-­
: an inflated budget request. For the same reasons, a 
point made inthe First Interim Report i repeated here: 
The separation ofoeaigexpenses from long-term 
expenditures makes itmuch easier to explain budget needs ' 
Financial Resources and Distribution 
Table I reports budgeted income for 1976 and the 
-­ percentage of the total fromi each source. The. ROKG , 
support level shows an increase inWon (+511,590,000) and 
inpercent of total budget (+2.,92%) when compared with 1975 
figures. Interest income, maintained at a steady amount, 
-I~ 'u 
-­ yields a smaller percentage of the total than in1975 
(+149,584 Won and +4.45%) and other income dropped in1976~ 1 
(-45,923 Won and -2.06%). 
Overall, 1976 projected support shows a 22.19% increase 
over 1976.' Inyears 1972-73 and again 1975, KEDI had to- ---­
borrow money to equate income and expenditure levels* The ~ 
1976 budget presents a balanced picture. 
.23j# 
~~ Table II shows ,the 1976 ex~penditure~ budget by major~ 
~W2d epartments and divisions. TabesII and IVpresent 
~ further summaries of TableII comparable todata in~thie 
SFirst Interim Report. 
The tables are presented, a~s the were in'the First 
7>y.<. Inteirim eor~ n order 'to begin-, to, cli~rify theactua~il---­
costs of the various KEDI programs and toidentify direct 1 
Scosts and indirect costs. 
KEDITABLE I
 
In1,000 Financial Support 1976~
Wo 

In100Wn Source Amount%
 
Government Subsidy 2,428,894 82.43
 
IneetIcme&4OO89

1<4" Project Income 231,456 7.85. 
 -j 
TOTAL 2,946,621 100.00
 
''The 
 First Interim Report, because data supplied did not 
differentiate between interest payments and principal reductions 
did not provide an accurate picture of indirect/direct Cost 
figures. An attempt ismade here to be much more precise. 
Presentation of data inTables III and IVare based on three 
assumptions: (a)that all costs of the Broadcasting and 
Transmission Departments should be charged to the E-N Project, 
S(b) that all interest payments,,*xcept those related to the 
.244< 
; la alan, .should be charged to E-M Project costs, 
"and WC that because KEDI operates on a cash basis,
 
equipment costs may be included in< current operating.
 
4<4K expenditures. The only budget item omitted from current 
operating expenditures isthat related to debt principal
 
_______r14ejetal. U . J~s p sib ~ ~ pr~ m e hetr ~ 
costs of the E-M Project and to clarify direct/indirect '< 
cost differentiation. 
Ifthe above statements are acceptable to KEDI, itis
 
possible to make the following conclusions as of July, 1976:
 
1. The E-Mi Project continues to be the prime program
 
of the total operating expenditures for 1976.
 
2. Income from contract projects appears to meet
 
3. Indirect (overhead) costs of 14.1% are sufficiently
 
'.. clear and reasonable, and the 14% rate could be

applied to any pro ram or proposed program inorder
 
to more nearly arrive at true costs.
 
Itis irportant that further analysis be made'to deterrine the 
exact proportion of costs of broadcasting And traromiss ion that are 
directly and indirectly attributable to the LEtI Protect. At the preent 
.~ .tim' the technical difficulties at r-Com wave it Irpossible for the 
E-11 Project to use ITV and ETV program that are beinq produced. Yet, 
costs of broadcast production and maintenance nf transrnlssion equiprient 
logically mqust he charged oteEHPoet 
I-ABLE 
I
I
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Personnel Other Total 
Educational Broadcasting Department 
Broadcasting 197,529 742,559 940,088 
ProperLy 
-- 230,223 230,223 
Depar trent Total 197,529 972,782 1,170,311 
Broadcastinc Transmission 
Transmission 84,397 84,897 169,294 
Property 
-- 16,080 16,080 
Total 84,397 100,977 185,374 
Operations and Management 
Operations and Maintenance 
Equipment and Library 
Property 
131,729 
--
--
66,611 
20,100 
9,218 
198,340 
20,100 
9,218 
Total 131,729 95,929 227,658 
Interest Expense 
Government Loan 
USAID Loan 
z*!MBank 
Local Bank Loan 
--
--
--
--
48,500 
23,069 
307,041 
26,285 
48,500 
23,069 
307,041 
26,285 
Tctal 404,895 404,895 
Debt Retire-e.it-Principal 
EXT" Bank Loan 450,656 450,656 
Miscellaneous Expenses 23,297 23,297 
Contincency Fund 
-- 23,561 23,561 
Total KEDI Budget 631,975 2,314,647+ 2,946,621 
-27-
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TABLE IV 
OPERATING EXPENDITURES: OPERATIONAL CATEGORY PERCENTAGES 
Direct Costs Indirect Costs Total 
Policy Studies 1.67 
-- 1.44 
Contract Projects 9.68 
-- 8.31 
E-M Project 88.65 
-- 76.15 
Plannino and Coordination 
-- 14.56 2.05 
Operations and Management 
-- 64.66 9.12 
General Interest Expense 
-- 7.47 1.06 
Miscellaneous Expense 
-- 6.62 .93 
Contingency Fund 
-- 6.69 .94 
100.00 100.00 100.00 
Direct 85.90 
Indirect 14.10 
100.00 
-29-

Human Resources 
Since the First Interim Report there have been some personnel changes 
and some additional training has taken place. Table V presents data from
 
the First Interim Report with changes and additions related to KEDI Trainees.
 
Among those trained under KEDI auspices, the following changes have
 
taken place:
 
1. 	 One Producer-director was employed by private industry. 
2. 	 Two researchers left KEDI; one to private industry and one to the 
United States through immigration. 
3. 	One producer, who recently underent a training program in Singapore, 
left KEDI for a university position. 
4. 	 Three Florida State University trainees returned to KEDI in research 
categories. 
5. 	 Three re;earchers received short-term training in population educa­
tion. 
6. 	 Four producers received short-term training. 
7. 	Three broadcast technicians were sent abroad for training. 
One newly trained Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh accepted 
a role in teacher trininq at KEFI. Since Noverher of 1975 three Ph.n. 
staff meters accerted nnsitions in Universities hut continued to serve 
!'EDI on a part-tire hais. However, during that same period two nm-.; 
staff rrer,:ers -tith Ph .9. dr(jrees inined KE[)I. 
As noted in the First Interir, ?eonrt, there is deep concern about 
KFDI's continuin: abilitv to attract and hold nualified personnel. 'ecent 
increases in IO[ personnel salaries further iepnardize KF)I 's cnrntitive 
position althourli salariv s have been increased in KENI. ,he ma nr 
-30­
threat will surely come fror universities which offer professional 
incentives which KEDI must match. 
It is important that KEDI continue to make and expand formal
 
arrangements with universities and other institutions to share re­
sources on a rotating basis and that care be taken to utilize the
 
expertise and products of other organizations to avoid duplication
 
of effort.
 
As mentioned earlier, administrative and nananement services 
personnel should receive training attention. This is Particularly 
important for those who are expected to develop and direct planning 
and evaluation activities. 
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One potentially powerful link is represented hy the Center for 
the Study (f Educational Administration of Senul Nlational University. 
In the tean visit to the Center it was clear that the principals­
in-training were (Ireatly interested in KEDI prograns. KEfl miqht 
well explore the possibility of packaging its school rnanagement 
system as a teaching-learning nodule for possible adoption in the
 
curriculum of the Center. 
.M'...- p44 .4 .4. '.'. 7­4 
44~II THE'ELEMENTARY-MIDDLE.SCHOOL 
 DEELPMN PROJECT4-4.4..-...4 
*,'.jE4..  . ~ . A 4.444..44 .4t 4..4444~A. 444..INTRODU.CTION ~4 . . 4' '. 44.-~44' 
The,4rport4o the E- Prjc that~ appeared4' in. the. FistItei 
Reor described. thebacgrond#purose deign an deelomen 
th E-M4.44 Proe. thogh.h of th sma 44.-'.. 
This ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~reotfcssontemjracopihet4frjc ~ 4.44.4444 
throug44.4e 44.444g 196 hs spcso tepoec ht 
(1)~ see to4 faiitt prg s (2) indcat adheenc toth oigna 
4j III. THE EL FECTARSYFAILETTN
SCOLREOMENTOETS4 

. 
A-New444 Oraiaio 
 ln
 
ondbn .
midl epholrtve the E-M Projecttha aperdit bersexpecItedi44'
 
of4'th4 E-M Prjcndomift developmetadsalsaefent
 
,, 
.. 
tryouts to large scale demonstration-and implementation. 'This change
 
inemphasis of the E-II ProJect requires greater coordination among
 
subject' matter specialists, the school management~team,teacher
 
in-service training, evaluation efforts, and general support services
 
To facilfta6-:ttis coordination need within the'E'M Project and to­
'meet the growing needs of the entire institute, KEDI implemented a 
revised organizational plan inJ3anuary* 1976.1
 
Within KEDI, all of the components of the E-H Project (except 
ITV and IRproduction and broadcasting) were reorganized under the 
Department Chief responsible for the Research and Development 
Department. However, since this department includes several other 
projects in addition to the E-M Project, an assistant to the 
Department Chief has been assigned the coordinating functions for the
 
£41 Project. This reorganizational change M~s facilitated communication 
and coordination within the £41 Project staff and has facilitated the
 
decision-making process. Graphically, the organization of the £41 
Project might be pictured as follows: 
TIryhsrganiatio change is described more comp.tealy inan 
oAl chate of this--report.
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Another factor that has facilitated progress of the E-M Project 
is the receptivity to the ideas of KEDI and the corresponding support 
for these ideas given by agencies and organizations outside of KEDI. 
Included among the outside agencies that have provided such support are 
the research and development centers of the provinces and of tie local 
districts, the province administrators an( Boards of Education, and 
the local schools' staff and administrators. From the completion of 
the fourth small scale tryout of the E-, Project to the first half of 
the second large scale demonstration, the [-M Project staff supported 
by the more comprel-ensive staff of KEDI ,ias continued its involvement 
with the various research and ci'velopment centers that relate directly 
to the uf'hlic schools. In prcparition for the larqe scale demonstration, 
KFDI irvolved ine of thes, cent,,r- it) the develoml)en1,.1t of tho, student 
materials and teacher quide too, for "Ich of the nino itj t atraJ4'C 
to be included in the el, 1imentary ,Ohlol curriculuim. Ih, ,,ffort brought 
the center p;rsonn ?l into close colaboration with the! [-M Project staff 
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and, inmost cases, provided a liaison for future interaction with
 
these various agencies. As KEDI has moved into the large scale
 
demonstrations, ithas continued to involve personnel from the
 
provincial research and development in ways that would facilitate
 
the implementation of the elementary program. Staff members from
 
these centers have been invited to participate in teacher workshops,
 
in visitations to the schools by the evaluation and management teams,
 
and to work inother similar ways. In several instances, at least,
 
the centers have modified their own research and development projects in
 
order to facilitate and encourage the implementation of the E-M
 
Project into the local schools.
 
Inaddition to the research and development centers, the local
 
school boards and local superintendents, through KEDI published
 
materials and through KEDI sponsored discussions, have become more
 
knowledgeable about and more supportive of the E-M Project. Individuals
 
in this group have helped to identify the schools to be used as
 
demonstration schools. They hay.? helped to identify teachers to be
 
involved in the project, and they have atterpted to identify school
 
administrators who would support and encourage the proper implementation
 
of a developmental effort such as [-M Project. One indication of this
 
support by the local school boards ;.nd local school superintendents is
 
the financial support provided for the demonstration schools to
 
participate in the [-M Project. !iowever, inaddition to this financial
 
support, these boards, throuqh thef r2commendations of the superintendents, 
have also provided additional funds for nther schools to participate in 
the [-M Project rlsmembers of a group of ,chools referred to by F'[DI 
as the cooperatiring schools. This latter jroup of schools has become 
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involved in the project because of a local need for the improvement of
 
schools even though it is realized that the support for this type of
 
involvement is not the same type of support as that given by KEDI to
 
the demonstration schools. In general, this wider involvement does
 
reflect the interest in, the identified need for, and the support for
 
a modification of the total elementary school program throughout Korea.
 
Still another group of outside organizations is composed of local
 
teachers and administrators from each of the demonstration schools.
 
Through continued discussion and interaction with the teachers and
 
administrators of each of the demonstration schools, the E-M Project
 
staff has identified several areas of conern of these teachers that
 
relate to the E-M Project as well as concerns that relate to the more
 
general needs and interests of the teachers in these schools. For
 
instance, the teachers involved in the demonstration of the E-M Project 
initially did not receive the same recognition as teachers from the 
demonstration schools of the provincial research and development centers. 
Teachers in this latter group of demonstration schools were given 
recognition for promotion and in-service credits that would lead to 
advanced levels of certification. These provincial research and development 
demonstration schools also received additional support services, 
additional materials for the classroom, and additiolal .quipment because 
the school was a demonstration school. [-N Project d(emonstration schools 
initially received materials for the [-M Project only. When these 
matters of concern were hrogjqhit to, the [{)I liiJ .trittl'; tidrhroutqh the 
E-M Project . taff, fforts; wio widi, by the KL)I admii ' trit)rs to obtain 
additional recofinl ition for the, [-N Pro je, t dffiwntratrn tvachers ',rid 
to provido, a(!ditiorini resour-ce i:,iteria ,. ,lthou(jh not, all of the 
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additional support items have been provided up to this time, the sincere
 
ef'ort in behalf of the demonstration schools by KEDI has been recognized
 
and appreciated by the teachers and the administration in these schools.
 
This total effort of KEDI to help define and clarify the roles and
 
functions of demonstration school teachers has been a facilitating
 
factor in the continued progress of the E-M Project. Discussions with the
 
local school teachers indicate that these teachers are willing to
 
continue to work with the implementation of the E-M Project since they
 
feel that their suggestions and recommendations are not only solicited
 
but are seriously attended to by each of the project leaders within
 
the E-M Project. These project leaders include individuals involved
 
inmaterials development, in systems management, indevelopment of
 
teacher guidebooks, and in the evaluation of the implementation itself.
 
KEDI Involvement in a Wide Range of Programs
 
Another facilitating factor that has helped KEDI to progress
 
with the E-M Project isKEDI's involvement with other projects related
 
to educational research and development. These include the population
 
study, the new community movement program, the high school of the air,
 
the learning resource center project, and the college entrance test
 
repeaters project. Through KEDI's involvement in these activities,
 
educators at all levels throughout Korea have become more knowledgeable 
about the purpose and function of the Korean Educational Devloprient 
Institute and have aflso become acquainted with the KLDI staff mnembers 
involved in the various projects. This involvmnent ha,'; moved KEDI, 
in the mind of nany profts, oaonals, from werely the name of (in institution 
to the identification of individuals who represent this institution. 
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In general, these activities have helped to establish the legitimacy
 
of KEDI as the major education research and development operation in
 
Korea.
 
C. ADHERENCE TO ORIGINAL GOALS AND DESIGN
 
As the E-M Project has moved from the small scale tryouts to the
 
large scale demonstrations, the staff has attempted to adhere to the
 
original goals and objectives as set forth in the original proposal for
 
the E-M Project. This attempt to stay within the original goals is
 
exemplified by two documents developed by the E-M Project staff
 
during 1976. The first of these documents, The Plan of the Elementary-
Middle School Development Project for 1976, outlines briefly the 
directions of the E-M Project for 1976. The project goals were 
restated and, in some cases, clarified but in all cases the intent of the 
original goals was protected. The expected outcomes, as stated, 
are in agreement with the original plan and design of the E-M Project 
and include, as one addition, the first mention of the development of 
a new textbook model for the elementary school. This addition helps 
move the E-M Project toward the inclusion of one of the basic original 
goals of the project - the modification and updating of the total 
elementary school curriculum. 
The second document, The Outline of the Flementarv and Middle 
School Devlopm P oojt_-c Current Status and Draft Plan for the 
Future, provides, amonrg other feitures, a ti re line of activities of 
the [-M Projoct for tht! years 1976 to 1983. This time line with the 
supportlrj ritionale :l Irn kccping with the original intent, purpose, 
and scope of the [-M Project. 
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In addition to the written statements of the planned accomplishments
 
to date, current activities, and plans for the immediate future, all
 
discussions with individuals involved in the E-M Project indicate an
 
awareness of the original goals and a desire to develop a system with
 
supporting materials to support those goals. The curriculum developers
 
and materials writers in each of the subject areas are still attempting
 
to provide learning activities that relate to the higher mental thought
 
processes, including problem solving, inquiry, and creative thinking.
 
As might be expected, feedback from the schools indicates that the
 
materials in teaching strategies related to the higher mental thought
 
processes are difficult to implement and pose problems for the teachers
 
in the classroom situation. However, most of the materials developers
 
and curriculum writers have attempted to modify the strategies and
 
the materials to meet the needs of the teachers but without deviating
 
from this central concern.
 
The school management team which is responsible for the design of
 
the new instructional system has been moving ahead with its work in
 
developing a management system for the classroom and for the school
 
which will facilitate the new materials and the new technology under
 
development at KEDI. This effort is described in a K[DI publication
 
entitled, Guidelines for Operation of the Second Comprehensive
 
Demons tra tion.
 
The major work to date of the management team has been to examine 
the operation of the cla'sroom and to recommend procedures that would 
modify onq oirnrg clssr(oom .activities to provide iot(,re t me for the teacher 
for instructionil purpos,. by ut ili ino the 'tren(th', of ea}c(h of the 
teachers across the entire school and hy suggesting alternative 
: -i.- " ' :r : >i> 
classroom strategies that would free the teacher from some of the non­
instructional activities, The £4 Project staff, through the teacher 
training programs, has attempted to familiarize teachers ineach of
 
the schools with the modified instructional system. These teacher
 
training activities a
though related to identified problems of implemen­
- ton E Projectf clhudtphi I sophical-and-psychodnogicat1-.....-the t ----­
principles related to the new instructional program.
 
Another of the original goals, that of reducing the inequality 
of education between the urban and the rural commnunities, isstill of 
major concern to the E-M Project staff. The formal data, collected 
through the summary tests as well as informal information provided 
through teacher conmments and suggestions, isproviding valuable data 
to the E-M Project staff which can assist inthe identification of 
alternative solutions to this major problem. 
The progress of the £41 Project through 1976 has also indicated that 
the project staff is still adhering to the original specifications for 
the design of materials for students and for teachers. The deviations
 
from the original plan in some subject areas, though evident, would 
* have to be classified as minor. 
There isstill the adherence to the original time line for the
 
.. project within limitations of factors controlled by the £- Project and
 
KEDI staff. There is still the desire, as evidenced through the
 
ongoing activities of the E- Project staff, to actively involve the
 
teachers and administrators Inthe project development, implementation, 
and revision or modification. And, finally, the desire to inform all 
constituents - academicians, teacher educators, public school administrators 
and teachers, school boards, and the general public - concerning the 
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One area of chanae Inthe transition from the first to the second
 
'demonstration phase of the E-M Project has arisen from a need to eliminate 
some schools that were involved in the first demonstration and to 
substitute different schools to be involved In the second demonstration. 
The original plan called for acontinuation of all schools fromuthe 
first to the second demonstration with the addition of. new schools 
in-hUs-econd demonstraton Thrtliminatiofl-ofsofteof lt hotb 
in the first demonstration and the substitution of other schools from. ... 
the sam province was based in some cases on inadequate T-Cam coverage 
and was ade for other reasons by local boards or provincial boards 
.and provincial administrators. Therefore, ICEOK has had to adapt its 
original evaluation plan to take this change of schools into accounts 
This modification of the plan may sawm on the surface to be minor; howevere 
if the data isnot analyzed considering this variables then the findings 
of the study could be misleading. 
Related to this substitution of demonstration schools is also a 
change relative to the individual teachers involved In the project* 
In some instances, In the schools which were involved in the. first 
demonstration and which continued Into the second demonstration, there. 
were transfers of teachers and emloyment of now teachers. This change 
Inschool staff isto be documented and thus will avoid misleading 
conclusions to the description of the outcomes of the second demonstration 
phase of the E-N Project, 
.Asecond area ofchange fro the origina plan relates to the 
Involvement of Instructional television. original plan of the E'41.The 
Project called for the use of Instructional television In each of the 
subject areas during the first and second demonstration periods. To 
dates because of technical and engineering problem, there has been very, 
limite f any real use of instructional television in the E-MProject. 
This lack of an important instructional resource is due to conditions' 
outside of the control of COLJ. However, as KEDI moves into the 
second half of the second demonstration phase, it ifimperative that ~ 4 
adequate provision must be made for the incoporation Of ITY into the 
titrcuoa rgam ic n materials for the'stidents andth
 
instructional materials for teachers were develop'ed with the assumption 

. .. , 
- that the television prgrm woud be available, it is necessary to 
utilize this instructional resource in the demonstration schools in 
. 
order to' determine modifications necessary within the student learning 
materials and teaching strategies. Ina later section of this report,
 
there isfurther discussion of this uatter,
 
. . The third area of chanqeisrelated to the lack of instructional 
tel evision, but Isalso related to amore general feeling of administrators 
and teachers concerning the purpose and function of the E-M Project$ 
This deviation can best be described as amovmntfrom anattmt. K 
tdeeop an instructional system to an attempt to develop instructional.. . 
materials and teaching strategies. Throughout KEDI most of the staff 
and all of the administrators realize that ICED! is attempting to 
develop an entire instructional system with the necessary instructional 
materials for teachers and student as a part of this system. However, 
and it may be because of the lack of some components of this system
 
such as fly, many of the teachers and administrators in the field
 
seem to equate the instructional system on aone-to-one correspondence
 
with the student learning materials. This deviation isprobably closely
 
related to comunications and coordination within the pro~ject, To date,
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original+]+++ +++ tha ++++ '+++++ 
+m++++ +be o th +++]+th++!++:+ Itmay be+m ade doumen +eff..ect of is decision. that:the 
cooperating schools, ifproperly coordinated and minimally serviced
 
'2;:Y<:culd? be a valuable addition to the development process. Ifso, 'this 
isanimotat aco for similar prjcsesweei h world 
tconsider, 'There sams o vdnei the iterature to suggest 
whena poj ect~like theCE-H Project i'sreadylordisseminationi-and 
KEDI's findings here may be of real significance.FothsranI, 
isimportant that the evaluation team, as well as the decision makers, 
watch carefully the kinds of human resources needed to support this 
effort and that this effort be translated into dollars/won when possible. 
The next area of change is internal to some of the subject areas, 
within the E-M Project and not commnon across all subjects. This ifs a 
deviation from the original intent to apply the most up-to-date, 
learning; theory and instructional theory inthe development and 
implementation of the learning system for the E-M Project. As the 
project has moved from the small scale tryouts to the first large 
scale demonstration and now Into the second large scale demonstrations 
there have been revisions within the Instructloanl materials, both for 
students and for teachers, that have not been systematically examined t 
determine the effect of these modification on the total learning 
outcomes. Nor has there been an examination of. these revisions to 
determine whether the outcomes are in agreement with learning and 
instructional theories. This deviation is understandable because of 
the time press imposed by the predetermined implementation schedule. 
However, lack of attention to this matter now may cost more in time an 
effort later. Prior to the development of the materials for both 
students and teachers, the currents 1973 revised, curriculum and textbooks 
--------
- -
- --
-- - -
were systematically analyzed and documented for the materials writers,
 
specifying the goals, objectives, and where appropriate, the learning
 
hierarchies5 relative to each curricular area. Inthe process of
 
revising the materials based upon teahe n-th frs large 
~> ~ scale demonstration, modifications have been made that may or maynot­
hae -chingi It'
the tnt of theoriginal objectives. isimportant,
 
where the original goals and objectives and hierarchies were not -
appropriate and not instructionally sound, this be documented and-that 
reviewed by academicians and professionals, both within KEDI and within
 
i agencies, colleges, and universities. The updating of the
other 

original documents will be essential if KEDI 'isto be involved in the 
curriculum revision for the next cycle of revisions for the elementary 
school curriculum and textbooks when scheduled by the Ministry -of 
Education of the Republic of Korea. 
A final change from the original plan isnot as pressing as the
 
others above; however, Ifattended to now itmay facilitate KEDI's
 
total growth and developmient over the next several years. This isthe
 
involvement of researchers and professionals from outside KEDI inthe
 
various aspects of the E-H Project. KEDI has done a fine Job in
 
informing and, to a limited degree, involving academicians and researchers
 
55>' S!i:!i!~ i ~ii'i!ilii~ i'iii;!i ~ii! ii~iiii iii~~~iii i] !!;i) iinthe work of the E-M'Project. However, there saneed to constantly 
5-S-CI~i5 lii : i i -iL '-i ii !i ! l -iiiC'ii n s i " 'i i , a i : i ii i:look for tasks needed to support the E-Mi Proj'ect that could be better
 
done by persons outside of the E-M Project. There are areas for which
 
teacher trainers might be involved inhelping with the in-service
 
programs for the teachers involved inthe demonstration schools. There 
are development tasks related to each of the subject areas for which 
outside research persons and outside professionals, including academicians, 
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could provide valuable input. In the area of school management,
 
classroom management and systems management, principals and other
 
administrators could be more heavily involved in the design of the
 
management system than they have been in the past. KEDI should
 
periodically review the project needs for purposes of identifying
 
components and tasks that could properly utilize the resources of
 
other researchers and scholars.
 
E. AREAS OF SPECIAL. CONCERN
 
Prior to a discussion of some general observations and concerns about
 
the E-M Project, it is important to stress the overall accomplishments
 
of the project to date since they are significant. It is only in this
 
context that the remarks to follow will have meaning.
 
In general, the E-M Project was undertaken to provide a more
 
meaningful educational program for the elementary and middle school
 
students of Korea. The basic intent is to develop a system which will
 
provide a "curriculum which emphasizes educational goals more relevant
 
to both national and individual needs;" provide instructional methods
 
and materials more closely related to the major educational objectives; 
employ different methods of grouping students and organizing th2 school; 
develop evaluation methods to determine the effectiveness of the 
instructional methods and maiterials; arid develop in-service and pre-service 
teacher training programs to correspond to the new educational system. 
KEDI has succe.s, fully ,er toward these .nid. rwtiarkableb movirg The 
degree of I'ro(;r, attain ed thus far i-1 result of the cc;mitment, 
dedication, and hard work on the part of the entire KEIDI organization. 
I 
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s a tribute to the Director and his staff for the excellent leadership
 
and support provided. The progress is also related to the confidence
 
and support given to KEDI by the Ministry of Education, by the professional
 
educators of Korea, and by leaders from many fields of influence
 
throughout Korea. It is clear that the KEDI staff has taken its
 
work seriously and that this seriousness and commitment has won them
 
the respect of others and has facilitated progress toward the desired
 
ends. With this thought in mind, the following observations and
 
concerns are set forth for consideration by the KEDI staff.
 
Over the past four years KEDI has developed an instructional
 
system with the essential features of instructional design, materials,
 
methods, evaluctional feedback, and revision procedures. This system
 
is recognized as total system concept with each component related to
 
and dependent upon the other. Now, it is imperative that everyone ­
teachers, principals, supervisors, administrators, teacher educators and 
the entire staff of KEDI - realize this and understand the concept. 
Currently, this does not sec, to be the case. Various groups and
 
individuals working within the system seem to have different interpretations
 
of the program. One major misconception that seems to exist is that of 
equating "the systen" to the learning materials - those materials 
developed by KEDI for both teachers and students. It is not difficult 
to see why this mlisconception has coe, about, and at the same time it 
should be point,.d out that this phenomenon is not unique to KEDI and 
the [-M Project. Syr, tem u;ers thr'cuqnhout thei orl(j hav,, often mis taken 
the tools of the, 's t f(or the, sy!,tnit. 1 Hcvv,.r', it Is Iwperative 
that KEDI take st,,is to help (ill involvd unid,.r: tand the total systei 
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and the role of each component within that system. To this end the
 
following suggestions might be considered.
 
1. That KEDI review the total in-service teacher training
 
program including the special days before school opens as well
 
as the weekly planning meetings, the ongoing visitations by
 
KEDI staff, and the seminars conducted throughout the year
 
to determine when, what, and how to emphasize each of the
 
components of the system. The student learning guides by

their very nature provide certain controls and emphasis.

KEDI should examine other components such as grouping, teaching
 
strategies, and management features to determine how similar
 
controls can be worked into the system and how to assure
 
compliance with these controls.
 
2. That KEDI investigate alternative procedures for incorporating

ITV into the demonstration schools. Since ITV and IRare
 
an integral part of the system, it is necessary that these
 
components be included so that all aspects of the system
 
can be evaluated in total and not some components evaluated
 
and modified without an understanding of what the missing
 
component may have contributed to the cause for revision.
 
3. That consideration be given to the role and function of the
 
management team within the KEDI E-M Project staff organization.

The function of the management team is to provide the overall
 
organizational system that permits the incorporation of each
 
of the components into the system. Because of this overall
 
system responsibility, the management team might best be
 
utilized as a resource reporting directly to the overall
 
coordinator for the [-M Project, providing information to this
 
coordinator, as to where and how modifications within each
 
of the subject areas should be made so that the total outcome
 
isa result of the combination of all of the subject areas
 
working together and not a result of the combination of
 
individual subjects working in isolation. 
Another area of concern to be considered by the KEDI staff relates 
to the methods and procedures used in establishing priorities for 
revisions and modi fi cat ions of the ins tructionl program. As KEDI 
moves into the second half of the second 1arqe scale demonstration, 
additional data will bo c)ather,-d and will obaddefl to that collected 
during the first I arq , s.al di a tUd first of thCOn's LILin dUl hal f 
second lar,,i ,cale dJ,,orst1, tlIon. This information will ,,u(gIqest a 
2 
variety of changes, some minor, some major, for consideration by the
 
E-M Project staff. It is important that procedures and processes
 
be established to set priorities based upon the interpretation of the
 
information collected. For instance, there will be many suggestions
 
for revision of the student materials. However, KEDI may want to
 
delay some of these revisions until the teache'rs have had additional
 
experience in the use of the materials as a part of the total system
 
including the use of the IR and ITV as learning resources. There is
 
nothing necessarily wrong with letting some things wait while more
 
important things get done properly, provided that the teachers,
 
administrators, and E-M Project staff understand why the suggestions
 
and changes are not being attended to at this time.
 
Somewhat related to this concern is the suggestion that KEDI
 
examine its relationship to other educational organizations and
 
institutions to determine methods of involving those institutions in
 
the ongoing work of the E-MI Project. KEDI has begun to work successfully 
with the provincial and local re, arch and development centers. This 
cooperative effort should be continued and expanded to draw on the 
strengths of both KEDI and the centers. There are some functions now 
being undertaken by each of the centers that may riot he necessary 
when the [- Educational System is incorporated into each of the 
provinces. Through joint discussions and analysis it may be determined 
that some of these functions can bt., discontinriued or at least delayed 
while the,efforts of t he start of the re-O,,arch and development centers 
contribute to thf, (,ve1 ojwt;ri iai wrko of th,, 1-M Projv(.,t. 
In sirnilar fashion, .hould it. to IfAI{)! e.imin, ne(,ds determine 
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there are some functions that can be better provided through the colleges
 
and universities. One obvious area in which the teacher training
 
colleges may be helpful is the in-service training program for the
 
teachers. It may be, in order to incorporate some of the components
 
of the system of KEDI, that the teachers will need the assistance of
 
the college and university faculties to understand the purpose and
 
the rationale for incorporating suggested strategies, groupings, and
 
adaptation of the instructional process to individual students.
 
A third group of institutions or organizations that might be of
 
valuable assistance to the developmental work of KEDI as it relates to
 
the E-M Project are those institutions and organizations that have
 
been involved in educational development or systems development for
 
other areas within the Korean society. These agencies and organizations
 
include the bureaus within the Ministry of Education as well as research
 
institutes such as the Korean Development Institute and the Korean
 
Institute for Research in the Behavioral Sciences. There are many
 
similarities in the work and experience of institutes like these and
 
the ongoing efforts of KEDI. Their experiences, including successes
 
and failures, may be of great assistance to the KEDI staff.
 
As KEDI has grown and has become recognized throughout Korea 
as a viable educational force for change, KUDI has becore involved in 
other educational endeavors that in different ways relate to the work 
of the E-M Project. These include such areas as the population studies, 
the new community education, the materials rf';Ourc (enter, and the 
high school of the air and corr",'pon(Iencl. Ov,'r the 11.'tyear, KED 
has taken. ,te, to rerwovv the i'Toldtion of each of thcst. rroljcts from 
the F-F Project. Nlow it Is irrportdint thoi these etfort. he continued 
and expanded so that~relevant aspects of the original programs and the
 
findings to date can be incorporated into the curriculum and into the­
instructional materials for the E-M Project.
 
Another area of concern isthat which relates to the achievement
 
outcomes of the students. The preliminary results of the first large
 
scale demonstration would indicate that the E-M Project does, on the
 
... ..... .. . . ...: : : .. ­... . ... . ... .. --.
 
average, improve achievement. However, a closer inspection of the
 
data seems to indicate that the group referred to as the "non-mastery
 
group" during the diagnostic phase isnot improving to the same degree
 
as the "mastery group." Itissuggested that this below mastery group
 
be reclassified into upper and lower divisions and that different
 
instructional techniques and materials be identified for each. It
 
isfurther suggested that all revisions of student materials that
 
are now inuse be revised to meet the instructional needs of the upper
 
division of the non-mastery group. The revising of present material.
 
to meet the needs of this group of students will necessitate more
 
coordination and collaboration among all of the subject areas since
 
the general weaknesses of these students inlanguage, mathematics,
 
problem solving, and other fundamental tasks may be affecting their
 
growth ineach of the specific areas.
 
Next, KEDI should begin now to develop plans for the wide scale
 
diffusion of the E-M Project. Based on its experience with the demonstration
 
and diffusion fforts to date KEDI would be able to predict the
 
.xtent and type of resources needed for this purpose. The distribution
 
of materials including printing, warehousing, and shipping should be
 
examined to determine not only how this can be done but who isbest
 
able to do it. The nature and extent of teacher training are major
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concerns, and again, attention should be given to the locus of
 
responsibility and the methods to be used. The functions of diffusion
 
are 	different than those of development and demonstration and will
 
probably require individuals with different expertise than those who
 
now 	staff the E-M Project. Should present staff be retrained?
 
Should new staff be hired by KEDI? Or, should other institutions be
 
responsible for these activities? These are but a few of the questions
 
that should be of concern to KEDI at this time.
 
Finally, the evaluation design and the evaluation procedures for
 
intrinsic evaluation should be continuously reexamined to identify 
strengths and weaknesses in the information system. Since the major 
function of intrinsic evaluation is to provide information for decision 
making relative to the improvement of the program, all decision makers 
within KEDI must be involved in the generation of the questions to be 
attended to at any given time. Currently, there are several important 
questions that should be considered that may or may not change the 
evaluation design and procedures. 
1. 	 What difference is there in student attitude and achievement 
in classrooms where the teachers are actually implementing the 
total system and in classrooms where teachers are not? 
(This question assumes that there is complete agreement
within KEDI as to what the total system is.) 
2. 	 What effect does t!he varying school year (by even a few days) 
of different schools have on the achievemtient outcomes? 
3. 	 What is the difference in achievTent in classroorir that 
uti 1i ze sub-,rouping procedurses and in thoce that do not? 
4. 	 What is the differenc in attitud s and achi cv,,m,.rnt of students 
and teachvr', in echolS that uti11:,, the e Iaii 't teacher" 
concept and in tho,.c that d( iot? 
These ari ,1ll t,'2. quo. tin', mifld Thould . ,xirsin,'d frr m a 
systorn point of viw and riott )iju';t frnin an iridividtld ,a sj tject matter 
perrpc t i vv, 
Insummary, the concerns expressed inthis section all relate t 
the coordination and implementation of the total system for E-Ml Project. 
Inthe early stages of development and implementation itwas probably 
necessary for the E-M Project staff to be deeply concerned with and 
involved inthe development of each of the pieces. Now, attention 
must be focused on the overall cocp and the overall pogram!._ From­
this point on, modification of any one piece, regardless of how minor, 
should be reviewed for its effect on other pieces and its effect 
upon the total system. 
The progress of the E-N Project to date iscommnendable. The
 
careful attention to the original plans, the receptivity of the research
 
and development staff to suggestions and criticisms from the fields
 
and the knowledge and commnitment of each of the staff members have 
all contributed to this progress. However, with the involvement of
 
hundreds of teachers and thousands of students, the real work of the
 
E-M Project isJust beginning.
 
KEDI will now be involved in the full spectrum of research and 
development activities Including research, development, demonstration,
 
broad scale diffusion, and continuous revision. Basic research and
 
development will continue for the middle school portion of the project. 
The demonstrations will be continued for the elementary portion of the 
project with the middle school demonstrations being added in the near 
future, and the diffusion activities which have Just begun will be 
expanded. This spectrum of activities will require either more staff 
at KEDI or its equivalent instaff hours through involvement of 
professionals outside of KEDI. There will be no simple solutions to 
the complex problems ahead. Yet, one factor iscertain *regardless of 
the nature of theproposed solutions, they will all require additional 
financial resources in order to be accomplished within the proposed 
time line, 
F.. TEACHER EDUCATION.
 
Pre-Service Education_______
 
Pro-service teacher education institutions InKorea are deeply 
concerned with anational oversupply of teacher education graduates. 
Junior teacher colleges and universities with teacher education 
programs are facing a placement problem of graduates. InJune 1976, 
over 90% of the graduates atth elementary level had not been placed 
in teaching positions. At the present time, fewer students are 
enrolling inteacher education programs. As a result, college staffs 
have reduced class size and are initiating agreater thrust toward 
in-service education. 
KEDI has involved higher education personnel in its planning
 
efforts from the very beginning. Formally and informally, data has
 
been gathered that has provided direction to curriculum development.
 
Individual professors and administrators have been invited to
 
participate infield visitations, training sessions, radio programing,
 
research planning, and to serve as consultants invarious curricular areas.
 
Limited financial resources have not permitted wide distribution 
of curricular materials to college personnel. Cognizant of financial 
constraints, KEDI has provided college and university libraries with 
materials to be circulated among staff. This has not been adequate 
to meet the requests from staff interested inutilizing materials to 
familiarize students with the KEDI movement 
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Alsoon alimited basis, individual profesors hae
 
the KEDI Center.toinSeoul to participate intraining sessions in
 
special projects such as Saemaul and Population Education, Itis 
agoal of KEDI that these professors 'will~ return'to their institutions l 
incorporating their learning Into pre-service and in-service education 
courseskCurrentlt-oever.there saprscibd-c rcurr1um w 
makes itdifficult to incorporate the KEDI program within the time 
allotment of 250 hours of instruction. 
Inorder to implement the KEDI goals and provide instruction in 
appropriate curricular areas, it is essential that the Ministry of 
Education provide support to -present efforts of KEDI and teacher 
educators. Currently* pre-service professors can deal only minimally 
with the KEDI program through course work in school and community or by 
establishing clubs outside the prescribed curriculumrrthat provide 
extra-curricular experiences for students, 
-Teacher training staffs are aware that currently they do not -
have a clinically trained staff. To date, professors have been largely 
institution-based, with subject matter expertiseas a strength and 
have not engaged in formal field-based problem-solving roles with 
classroom teachers. However, in the very near future, as there Isan 
increasing use of KEDI materials, and as IEDI! is sensitive to the need -
of providing broader participation in the development of teacher 
training materials, faculties will need to gear themselves to field 
problems, 
Strategies will need to be developed that will deal with ICEDI 
SI objectives within the current prescribed teacher education curriculumo''<
 
rather than superimposed as e separate entity, Teaching behaviors; 
hich'­
' 
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aIre enthusiastic intheir views. Those who are not yet'lnvolved$u but
 
'knowledgeable about the project# wish to become a part of the system. 
Many speak highly about the KEDI materials-and training program. The -
teachers' guides and student learning guides' are considered valuable - -' 
atools. Teachers~comment that students inthe program show a greater aaa 
77= ­ .enthsasm-t.-l-aran..-,Inaddition ,they-say-hey.can.obser-e-,an------- , 
incrasea n in chlrnswritten expression. 
As can be expected when materials are field tested, teachers have
 
constructive criticism concerning some facets of the materials. For
 
----- example, teachers find some exercises too difficult for children. I
 
---the attempt to maintain a somewhat homogeneous classroom, teachers----­
spend up to ten hours aweek with children who are low achievers. This 
makes lesson and class cohesiveness scheduling difficult. ICEDI has 
systematized this feedback and has recognized -that there is a need to -a
 
develop a training program for teachers that will provide the knowledge-­
and skills necessary for implementing instructional materials$ 
Teachers
nd chool administrators are aware of the 
-in-service ----
­
nedaind ws oseean in-service training arm of KEDI developed that 
+'t'Za Aata a,,,'!+ . ,,''a ,'a'"o", - ' ++a',+-,a+.. ..... ++ +++-t, 'a++'a ,,,,+ ......  A'+ a..... ,a­will provide classroom demonstration and problem solving inthe field,
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Inconcert wi th KEDI, schools have identified -master teachers, and 
would like to utilize them ina more systematic clinical manner for 
in-service instruction.
 
Areal constraint inimplementing any system rests with the 
strength of tha financial support. School budgetary constraints,t 
classroom size, lack of supplementary materials, and additional time-- ­
required of teachers for training with no merit or certification 
a 
 consideration, all will adversely affect the implementation process. 
Tedvlpetof a series of radio and television programiis, ,q7x <K&4 
both as a training facilitator for teachers and 4as supplementary
 
instructional material for children, ha~s been~ slw Hindered by2
 
~~;"~~technical difficulties and restrictive time-scheduling$ few teachers
 
are utilizing what is currently available,1 KEDI's Office of Teacher.~ 
_-Re r1nt-giBe-rdhAedve-lop~ing--e'edback-mchaninsmtoa-d1Lin-ture 3. 
program planning, instructional series are planned for every levels 
and skill sessions will be developed for In-service teachers., 
Currently, the responsibility for this plan iswith the staffs of the­
nine curriculum development sections who will recommend specific
 
skills that teachers will need to teach effectively in a specific
 
subject area. These skills will then undergo a field test.
 
An important area of exploration for in-service education is the!+ + + V 31 
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+++++++ +n++ +  l rw + 0 +10S+0 <1110 e 1 S1 3 ;+need to have direct contact with the. professors and with national and 
regional educational offices that currently provide inservice education. 
KED! has in the past involved various facets of the educational.­
333 + +]++ +:+?+5++ +++ ++ ++++ +..
433 : +++++++++ ++ +++++;+] ++++ +:+++++3344.3333\~ .3 3 , .+o.;++ 3+ +l+:+vcomunity"IC In planning with institute+- personnel. 3..++++In addition,+++ + KED! 3I" . 7 + +++++++ ++  4 
~j ~ ~ ., 3 ... $3 ~ 3 i3 
has worked with professionals, influential in research and developmient 
centers throughout the country, in order+to share with them KED! materials
.3..4. .. \3+ 3f'333;,+++++++++3++3 3:3 3333.. ++.3 

and research and to hear their problems and concerns.
 
~ ~3.3.3.3333 like'++++these will continue-+++to have3.3.334 '+
 
33+ 33:"+++++3.3 + + +  ....3 3.3..;.;..3.3.333 
~,Efforts+ + + ++ +++++:++ i a positive effect o'n the":++++++ ': 

dissemination of information about KED! objectives and hopefully will 
influence in a constructive manner both pro-service and in-service 
education. This strategy of involvement should also encourage a
 
nationwide network of contacts that will poievaluable Information 
and research data for future ICED! projects. 
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Dissemination of KEDI goals and materials isindirect proportion
 
to the amount of financial support allotted. At the present times
 
one-sixth of the teachers inKorea each year are selected by the Ministry'
 
to participate inin-service education. Maximum effort, assuming
 
afocus on the KEDI system, would still mean aminimum six-year period
 
ach-l l-teachersi---to-r - ------ - ----- -­
*One training effort currently in process is a series of film 
slides with a teacher workbook being tanslated into Korean (Introduction 
to Educational Technology, UNESCO, Bangkok, Thailand). These film
 
slide series will be used not only for in-service training for the
 
demonstration school teacher but also inpre-service education
 
programs as well.
 
These materials will be used by the KEDI teams intheir workshop
 
training for demonstration school faculties. One of the criticisms of
 
teacher inservice training has been thi presentation of too much
 
content ina limited time period. Utilizing these units, the teams hope 
to more adequately cover material with a clearer understanding on the 
part of participating teachers. 
Units of instruction will include:
 
1. Problems to be solved.2. Condo'tions which facilitate learning.
3. Selection ofinethods and media. 
4. Development of instructional material. 
5. System approach to education. 
6. Applications of educational technology. 
A critical effort being undertaken by the Office of Teacher Training 
Research is the establishment of a representative Advisory Committee 
to develop teacher training program. This Committee, utilizing mnembers' 
personal expertise and resources at hand (from their local schools, 
......, 7...... !iii!
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research and development centers, college and universities), will be
 
given the task of suggesting content, sequences, and types of programs
 
to be offered. Further, some members of the Committee may participate
 
inactual production of units of study.
 
KEDI's effort to reach out and utilize the resources already 
 A 
* developed within the profession should prove advantageous. The Korean
 
* Federation of Education Associations has expressed an interest in
 
involving KEDI at a variety of levels. Also involved inin-service
 
education, the Federation iseager to involve KEDI staff infuture
 
programs. The Federation publishes a vacation workbook for children
 
for use at home. Approximately 1,500,O00 copies of each issue
 
(summer and winter) ispublished. A cooperative input to this
 
publication would benefit both the Federation and the KEDI mission by
 
greatly increasing the exposure of KEDI at a most critical level.
 
Research and development centers are also focal points for instructional
 
dissemination purposes. Already localized ina'network, research and
 
development centers have direct contact with local professionals and
 
can target problem areas. Centers function as an in-service training
 
facility as well as field test research and diffuse materials. With
 
KEDI as the hub, a strong network could be developed that would
 
instruct, as well as monitor, in-service education efforts
 
,ANational Priority
 
:t isindeed clear that the eventual success of KEDI indeveloping
 
and implementing a new educational system for elementary and middle
 
schools of Korea will depend upon the interest, willingness, and abillty
 
of the teachers of the nation to undertake the task of Implementation,
 
I.++ ,,i s+ : .+ ++ + :,:,h++ i+ :?
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Their success in the task will require a massive program of In-service
 
education as well as a major revision of programs of pre-service
 
education. For both efforts KEDI can provide appropriate plans and
 
guidelines. However, the task itself should not be the sole responsibility
 
of KEDI. It is a national effort which will require the coordinated
 
participation of the Ministry of Education, KEDI, the provincial boards
 
of education, the junior teachers colleges, and the universities. It
 
is imperative that the Ministry of Education make this responsibility a
 
national priority and provide the appropriate direction and support.
 
_____ 
4 
IV,EDUCATIONAL~BROADCASTING
 
INTRODUCTION 
During the period since the completion of the First Interim Report, 
KEDI's former Bureau of Technical Support Services has been reorganized 
~into what isnow called the Educational Broadcasting Departments one 
of three administrative units inKEDI's new administrative organization. 
The Educational Broadcasting Department isfurther divided into five 
sections: (1)broadcasting council (2) program planning (3)radio 
production (4)TV production (5) engineering. The relative effectiveness 
of this new organization will appear with the passage of time. 
Due to technical difficulties with the T-CO transmission system 
described inChapter II,KEDI has been unable to utilize instructional 
radio (IR)and instructional television (ITV) lessons according to the 
original plan called for by the KEDI instructional model. This delay 
has been of some 20 months duration, and in the summer of 1976 it 
appeared likely that another 12 months or more may pass before the 
T-CON system is fully operational. In spite of this problem KEDI has 
continued to produce IR/ITY programs. A cooperative arrangement with 
KBS/I4BC/CBS has been secured in order to broadcast the High school of 
Air and Correspondence programs. The utilization of ITV was limited in 
the small scale tryouts. The ITV lessons were broadcast via a closed 
circuit system which placed a Sony half-inch VIR and monitor in the 
classroom at the scheduled time. 
KEDI is currently producing and broadcasting, via KBS, three hours 
of radio lessons per day. The objectives of these broadcasts can be 
classified as (1)instructional and (2)educational, The instructional 
broadcasts are specifically designed and produced according to the
 
KEDI model of instruction totalling 167 programs for 1976. The
 
educational broadcast concerns topics of a general educational nature
 
and are no designed and produced according to the KEDI model; that is,
 
they are not designed to fit a particular unit of study as itmay be
 
scheduled on a particular day inschool. These educational broadcasts
 
account for two hours and fifteen minutes of the three hour broadcast time.
 
The instructional radio schedule presents lessons of 15 minutes each
 
for third, fourth, and fifth grade students. The subjects covered are
 
Korean language, social studies, science, moral education, and music.
 
Since the class schedule of local schools may or may not match
 
precisely the KEDI broadcast time of IRprograms, problems occur in
 
some schools. Inone instance the school coped with this problem by
 
purchasing a tape recorder and using it to record the KEDI radio
 
program to hold for a later playback. The problem of scheduling
 
appears to occur inat least two areas: (1)the starting time for
 
lessons, and (2)the number of weeks ina semester. The Ministry of
 
Education has established a minimum of 18 weeks per semester, but
 
some schools have up to 22 weeks.
 
KEDI isstriving to define the role of television and radio in 
the KEDI instructional model. There appear to be three roles emerging. 
One Isreferred to as Instructional Television (ITV) and Instructional 
Radio (IR); another isreferred to as curriculum related television 
and radio; and a third isreferred to as general education television 
and radio. The 1T" and IRprogram are those that are specifically 
related to the lesson and unit Inthe curriculum as determined by the 
Ministry of Education and based on KEDI's Instructional model and must 
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occur on a pre-established teaching schedule at a specific place in the 
unit. Rigid control of the school schedule during the day and throughout 
the semester is required for nationwide implementation of KEDI's 
ITV and IR programs. The curriculum related television and redio is, 
in a general sense, related to the lesson and unit as established 
by the Ministry of Education and its curriculum, but it is not based on 
the KEDI instructional model and it is not necessary for the broadcast 
to occur at a specific time in the school day or at a specific time 
during the school semester. Nationwide implementation of curriculum 
related TV and radio does not depend upon a rigid control of the school 
schedule. The use of general educational television and radio as 
envisioned by KEDI are those programs that are generally good for 
everyore , and may or may not relate to the Ministr-y of Education's 
curriculum or KEDI's instructional model or the school schedule. 
Whether KEDI selects one of these roles or contirues to utilize a 
combination of the three in some fashion apparently has not yet been 
determined. 
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B3. PROBLEMS INt THE COIMUtIICATIO14S TECHINOLOGY. 
Selection of T-COM 
_____ ______A maJor problem that has seriously impeded the full utilization 
of ITV in the E-t' Project and in other KEDI activities has been the1 
delay to date of T-C0OM to become fully operAtional, 
The decision to utilize TaCOH as the technology for the delivery 
of instructional and educational television programis was r'ace rela­
tively early inKEDO's history. Korea had utilized educational 
radio since 1960 and limited educational television progrrnming 
since l968. The KoreAn Broadcasting Service was utilized for the
 
early delivery of educational programs. Apparently it w"as nriinally 
intended that further devnloprent of educational radio and television 
would be rade in coniunction with KOS facilities and wnuld utilize­
the KDS channel during the day for school broadcasts. 
Three alternatives ererged as discussions went forward in 1970-71 
about the establishront of soe permanent arranperent to ippleent 
the E.-M Project. They were: 
1. Use VMS facilities 
2. Use the Arred Forces Korean llot&rk facilities 
3. Build an Independent system 
In late 1971 the govornment decidod that an Independent syster' 
was mtost coppatible with the concept of in Independent KEPI. Thstro 
was concern that a rassive IT effort would overload the channels 
available to existinnj systemw As well as existing prte$uction studin 
spaces Too, the linited geographic covnr'pe of Pr4rftf by VKi$ at that 
tireu was seen as inAdonlmte for Q4~E purposes,;. • ...... . i~~"K"++ +' K+iY 
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At about the same tire, the T COM Corporation proposed to the 
RQKG that its multi-purpose tethered satellite system be built, 
That system was claimed to be an all-weather system with the tech­
nological capability needed. Since the cost vlas less expensive 
than that of other independent systems and since the system could 
serve communication purposes of several ministries, the multi­
purpose T-COM system emerged as the leading contender. 
A formal proposal was made by T-CO?' Corporation on Nlovember 
15, 1972, and on December 28, 1972, an agreement was signert for 
the construction and development of the multi-purpose tethered 
satellite system for the broadcasting of both radio and television 
programs for instructional and educational purposes as well as -for4 
other government cormrunications purposes. With the decision m~ade 
concerning the appropriate technology, KEDI intensified its efforts 
=. - 7 ,~: : 1)7 ! i7i 1!:';! U ~ iI1;7i~ 7jii1 7)].1;{i-{t !; 
4r-4~~4 444 4 ~~~j4 -4 4~~ 44 !{4.44444.4.44L; 4 44,4 4 .4-!<;-- ­44in the development of both radio And television program for use 
during both the experimental and demonstration stages and ultirately 
in the implementation stage of the E-14 Project. 
Delays were encountered by T-CO?' Corporation durinq the perind 
of construction that in turn made it necessary to change plans for 
the use of the tethered satellite system during the srall scale 
tryouts. linwever, a rore serious problem arose still later that has 
made it irpossible to utilize television broadcasts ineither the 
srall scale tryouts or inthe large scale deronstrations, Engineering 
problems and inability of TeCO?' to live up to the promise of beinq an 
all-weather system madi broadcasting inoperative. Another problem 
Also ewrged - the inability of T-CO?I to Achieve the genraPhic land
 
coverage that had been anticipated.
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what has occurred and where the resnonsihility lies. 
There may, indeed, be advantages to the delay - better scrints, 
tire to train staff, iriproved instructional raterials, and others. 
However, the loss of experimental use of ITV and ETV durine the 
srall scale tryouts and the denonstrations rust hn comnenated fnr 
in the developrent of new-. and revised plans hy KEDI. In any evnnt,
 
the ranner in i-hich I'DI is perceivd as rospnndini to thv delay 
and its attendant .rohlers, its alternative nlanninn an(' pronrarning, 
and its ptl!)1ic and int rnal staterionts - these will he irportant tn 
KEDI's !)uHi ic and .Drof0'sinnal irane and its ,uheelijont lovels of 
support.
 
KEDI's ri,1inn i; ,till on track even, if tnchninlnoical nrohlers 
have ;l ov,, irnlonntatien. That fact necrd to ,, crr micatp' tn 
the ;puhlic '!ociri en-raters,, tn the puhlic, and to the schools IN 
will ultiratfly serve. 
CPROGRAWPANIG N PRODUCTION FOR IV 
KEDI has implemented to the degree possible its step by step 
~jj~J,. procedure for IR/ITV prograrn production for (1) the-EH ProecY 
S(2) the High School of Air and Correspondence, (3) teacheri~ n-service 
anpe-ei~i tifiii 1igprograms, ani)hee mnt-of-si il 
education programs with cultural significance. Because of techn~ical ~ 
difficulties with T-CON, KED has been restricted to the broadcast 
of radio programs for the E-M ProJect and for the High School of Air 
and Correspondence. It is anticipated that KEDI will move ahead with: 
further development of the remainder of the High School,,Of Air and 
Correspondence programs, with teacher in-service and pre-service 
education programs* and with social education program when full, 
transmission facilities arm available. 
The process for the development of ITV/IR programs is somewhat 
cumbersome and disjointed. The scripts for the programs are developed, 
by curriculum materials staff based on the Ministry of Education's .4 
curriculum. Upon comple tion of the script development process, the 
script is given to production staff for production and broadcast. 
'41 The production team does not have sufficient opportunity *oprovide input 
into the script development process prior to the finalized form of the 
script as determined by the materials staff. Inmany cases this 
procedure requires rewriting the script partially or totally. This 
occurs because original scripts may call for some production activity to4 
be performed that isvery expensive or technically impossible, This 
information Itnot known until the formal and finalized script is 
91vein to the production staff, Then Itmust go back to the materials, 
st4ft and scriptwriters for revision# ' ~. 
D. SYSEMSCOS
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Teetansion cot(cpie pluudn
costs urhss isteapeaation and 
maintenance of the TV and radio receivers, and the purchase of printed 
marials) are reported to be $3.29 per student per year ba'sed on an 
annaliedrat o 70M. Of this total cost, radio accounts for 2%, 
TV for~33%,:and printed materials for 65%. These figures are based on~ 
thie assumption that three classes of 60 students each (180 total) will 
~~ share the reception equipment.<' 
-As-state-ear-er-in-thi s-eport. KEDI ,Adje-to-chnical diffi cul tieas ; & + 
has not been able to utilize the.T-COM transmission system for the full 1JAA 
A' - implementation of its instructional model as planned. Therefore, theK X < A 
actual cost figures may deviate from the projected figures ifand when ~ 
KEDI begins to utilize its T-CO4 system as originally planned. 
E. 1TV AND M-1~Th 4 ROJECT 
To Oate the utilization of AITV/1R by KEDI has largely been inthe 
- E-Il Project. The development of the KED1Iinstructional, model utilize$ 
a design that calls for full implementation of the KEDI model-to 
follow small scale tryouts and large comprehensive demonstrations. 
The results of 1TY/1R programs utilized in the E-I Project for the 
first three small scale tryouts were reported in the First Interim-Report. 
Therefore, this report deals only with information related to the fourth 
small scale tryout and the first large scale comprehensive demonstration. 
The Fourth Small Scale Tryout 
This fourth and last small scale tryout a odce from May 6 
through J3uly 11, 1976 and covered all subjects for students in all of 
the fifth grade classes. Atotal of 1.050 students participated. 
Television (portable, one-half Inch videotape and black and White TV 
779 
monitor) was used to present 16 ITY lessons*, and radio was used to 
present nine IRlessons. The ITV lessons were 15-20 minutes each. 
SThe ITV role was to present total teaching, selective teaching, and 
supplemental teaching. Inthe first roleITV replaced the teacher 
-
in those areas where learning could-be better facilitated by TV. In 
the third role, ITV was used for enriching experience and providing -
- ~ 
motivation. KEDI's instructional model calls for selective use of 
the functions of television and radio.­
r 
0 -1. 
Th subjects covered and the number of lessons given by ITY were 
moral education (2), Korean education (3)', social studies (2)s Korean 
history (2), mathematics (4), and natural sciences (3)0 
JR was used in nine lessons lasting approximately 15 minutes each. 
The subjects and the number of 1lessons were moral education (5)1 -
Kcorean languago (3), social studies (1). 
The results of the fourth small scale tryout are presented in a 
preliminary reprt developed by KEI entitled The Background of Fourth 
Tnmkt Data relative to ITV and IRare taken from that report and 
quoted below. 
A. Teachers' reactions 
The teachers wanted ITV and JR programs to be producedinmusic, fine arts, practical arts, and physical education. 
2. Aperiod of 15-20 minutes of program was regarded as most
adequate. 
3. The teachers lacked a clear understanding as to whether 
- TV would replace a teacher or a teacher would use itfor instruction. 
-­
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C. Evaluation Items
 
1. Insome subject matters, eg. social studies and science,

the points emphasized inthe process of instruction 
were not fully covered by questions. 
20 The evif-tI onof c:gnitive domain was performed well, 
whereas that of affective and skill domains was done 
poorly. 
3. Ittook more than 20 minutes for students to answer
 
the questions, taking a bite out of the time for 
supplementary and enrichment programs. 
4. The diagnosis and formative test items were not used ' 
.. 	 .because the production of test items were left to the 
discretion of the experimental schools. 
First 	Comrehensive Demonstration 
The first comprehensive demonstration was conducted from September, 
1975 - February, 1976 for all subjects In the third and fifth grades 
and in 14 demonstration schools and 125 cooperative schools for a total 
of 52,261 students. Due to the lack of transmission capability from 
T-COM and because of the large size of the first comprehensive demonstration, 
IN4 was not used. However, IRwas used. Although the first large 
scale comprehensive demonstration was completed at the time of the team 
visit, the results were not available inEnglish, 
Second Comrehensive Demonstration 
The second large scale comprehknsive demonstration was being 
conducted at the time of the team visit (March 1976 - February, 1977) 
and IRprograms were continuing to be broadcast. As noted earlier,* 
ITV program are not being transmitted due to technical difficulties 
with T-COho 
Results of this dmonstration will he reported upon its completion 
and the review of the Analytical Case Study Team when it returns to Korea$ 
F.ITV AND IR INSPECIAL PROGRAMS 
High School of the Air and Corseodence 
IEIs1nvlv ent wi th- he igh-School---of-the Ai r.-and -Correspondence 
continues. Bracs%, o the High School of the Air and Correspondence 
are restricted to radio. ITV program production continues but 
broadcasts of such programs are delayed until such tir~e as the T-COM 
transmission system isfu,-.tional or alternative broadcast methods 
are available to KEDI. Currently JR programs are broadcast inall 
subjects at all high school grade levels. This is15 subjects for the 
first grade at the high school level and 14 subjects each at the 
second and third grade of the high school level. The JR for High 
School of the Air and Correspondence School programs produced by KEDI 
are broadcast via government and commer'cial broadcast facilities 
outside of KEDI studios. The schedule isestablished at the beginning
 
of each semester And sent to the 40 school centers involved inthe
 
program and the approximately 209000 students enrolled~in High School
 
of the Air and Correspondence classes. k,
 
A sampling of hours that IRbroadcasts ispresented below:
 
Broadcast
 
Level SubJects Region Time Studio 
Grade I All Subjects Seoul and~~10:30-11:00 P.M. KBS 
AllSujets
All Subjects
All Sub ects 
~OU ~ 
Taguo
Puan o 
10:0c1i0nPM.CB 
10:30-11:00 P.M. CBS 
10:30-11:00 P.M. CBS 
All Subjects
All Subjects
All Subjects 
Chun Joo 
Choon Chun 
Kang Hung 
10:30-11:00 P.M. CBS~ 
12,00-12:30 A.M. NBC 
12:00-12:30 A.M. NBC 
Grade II All Subjects South Korea- 5:15-5:45 A.M. MBC
 
Grade III All Subjects Seoul and 10:00-10030 P.M. KBS
 
Vicinity
All SubJects -Pusan 10:30.11-.00 Pt4 MBC 
The attrition rate remains relatively high at about 30%. The
 
44-hours!44444 of broadcast may contribute to the cause of this problei. A 
second contributing factor may be that, due to budget restraints, KEDI 
'isno longer able to rebroadcast previously broadcast IR programns 
Therefore a student who misses a program does not have a second 
opportunity to receive that lesson and subsequently falls further 
behind inhis assignments. 
The procedure of having students come to designated school 
buildings every other Sunday for 26 days per semester to receive 
classroom instruction continues. Students are still required to submit 
* reports for evaluation and correction by the instructor. Examinations 
are administered to determine student achievemnt level. KEDI's 
*major role is to provide textbooks, radio instruction, teacher training* 
coordination of the program administration, and to administer the Joint
 
examinations. Each high school Isresponsible for the classroom
 
teaching, evaluation, montance of student records, student counseling,
 
and management of other matters necessary for the program. The radio 
programs and the printed materials for the High School of the Air and 
Correspondence are developed by KEDI by using college and university
 
professors and high school teachers under subsidiary contracts to
 
KEDI for this purpose. 
In-Sorvice Teacher TraininaL 
IRis used for in-service teacher training on ascheduled basis for 
15 minutes per day for 22 weeks. These lesson are designed to present 
new and relevant information to classroom teachers on such topics as
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current problems inKorean education, the future of Korea, new
 
educational systems for Koreans, educational models, instructional 
objectives, and procedures to develop materials. To date, other than 
incidental direct feedback, there has been no research on the effectiveness 
of this effort. Most of the program content isdeveloped by KEDI 
staff with HOE personnel from the textbook compilation division developing 
a smaller portion.
 
Social Education 
During the second semester (August 23, 1976 -February 28, 1977) KEDI
 
will initiate and begin to broadcast IRprograms designed specifically
 
for parents.' Topics to be presented include counseling with children,
 
health care, and manners for youngsters, and similar concerns. Some
 
programs are produced now and are currently available for broadcasts. 
Others will be recorded during the next semester. The frequency and 
duration of broadcast is not known at this point in time. 
Sinahn County Broadcasting System 
KEDI's involvement with the Sinahn County Broadcasting System 
continues as described inthe First Interim Report. As the technical 
problems currently being experienced by KEDI are solved it is generally 
believed that KEDI's role In providing quality education for the 
inhabited islands on the coast of South Korea will expand. 
. j: + 
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G COMENT 
In view 	of the major role that ITV and IRplay in the E-M Project 
-- a s -wel-1 -as-In--oteA mptant-ro,-a -number-of -obs ervations-and 
reconinendr ions are made here. In some instances they are similar to 
statements made in the First Interim Report; in others they represent 
* 	 new and additional suggestions for consideration by KEDI. Members 
of the professional and technical staff have already achieved significant
 
* 	 progress inspite of technical difficulties with T-COM. The following
 
statements are intended to highlight certain tasks essential to the
 
continued development and use of ITV and IRinKEDI's research and
 
development reponsibilities.
 
T-COM
 
Recognizing the continued technical difficulties attendant to the
 
T-C(O4 transmission system, itis recommnended that KEDI pursue and give 
serious consideration to the development of alternative methods for the 
transmission of KEDI's IR/ITV lessons. KEDI should consider the short 
range goal of "getting on the air" by the beginning of the school tem 
* 	 InSeptember 1976. This will accommodate, on a temporaty and greatly 
reduced basis the IR/ITYaspects of KEDIs instructional mdel. The 
long range goal envisioned by KEDI from its beginning is to get on the 
air with Ahigh qualit* transmission system that Is responsive to 
KEOI's instructional model as it expands and develops in response to 
Korea's educational needs and reforms. 
This short range goal of "on the air" by September 1976 possibly 
could be realized with the emloyment of small portable VTRs and monitors 
it s t o de v e l op a v i ab l e it r a nsmis s ion '!':/ system that will satisfy KEOI's /:ii 
smal mer. oprefeuld
exn and ne T hos o r b y leaibroedsth time
 
.... ifrom government or cos stons,uch a
mvr ial brodc 

veloping a new broadcasting operation with its own land base microwave
 
system*
 
TBol o mthelAericn Force Koea Newr.Te"ogrnegaStudio Bound Production 
it|deveddtaiKDa elop weilistisn fyKheDvibetasmsinssetat "sI
 
As KEDI's needs expand in the area of social education, Semaul 
programs, parenting, and otheirs, the need will arise for on-site
 
and location type origination of programs. Itisrecomumended that
 
KEDI pursue the possibility of utilizing ft film and/or battery
 
operated portable VTR units for on-site video recordings. 
Role of Radio/Television
 
Itisrecommended that KEDI develop a clear definition of the
 
role of instructional radio/instructional television (IR/ITV) inthe
 
KEDI instructional model. This may reflect the need for instructicdal 
television and radio, curriculum related television and radio, general
 
educational television and radio, and/or a combination of the thr .
 r
 
M4aintenanct and Repair
 
Maintenance and repair of radio and television sets at the reception
 
site my present aproblem. Itappears that repair uf radios and black
 
and white TYs can be handled with readily available and highly qualified
 
I 
7$ 
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Korean technicians. However the repair and maintenance of color TV 
sets may present a problem to the currently qualified Korean technician, 
This recognizes that relatively few color TV sets are Inexistence in
 
Korea and therefore technicians may not have had adequate training and
 
preparation inthe repair of color TV sets.
 
Graphic and Animation Production 
KEDI's present illustrators appear to be talented and skilled 
in illustration techniques. Recognizing that graphic illustration, 
animation, and photography (including rapid development of negative 
film and slides) are major support services for TV production* KEDI 
may have to employ additional illustrators, photographers, and lab 
technicians in the near future. Additional space and animation 
production hardware will be required very soon IfKEDI is to realize the 
full potential of its TV studio. 
M~edia Selection 
KEDI should give attention to identifying the unique contributions 
that radio and television can make to its instructional mhodel. 
Presently itappears that somte IRand ITV programs are produced, not 
because they are needed at that point in the lesson unit* but because 
1K and ITY are useful tools of Instruction, It seemi that ofton a 
decision is made that a certain number of radio and TV lessons are to 
be produced for a subject In a given semester. This nuer my or may.
+++",+ ++ . +m I+ -+++.. u. ... 
not coincide with the unique attributes of radio and TV for teaching 
that sublect or specific lessons withio at subiect. 
_____ 
The Length of Time of Broadcast Progroms
 
KEDI may wish to explore the possibility of having varying amounts. 
of time for the IRand ITY Programs. Currently radio Isscheduled for 
15 minutes and ITV for 20 minutes. These pre-set times may or may not 
lend themselves to the concept that isbeing taught. There isreason to 
believe that some subjects can be covered with inIRlesson inless 
than fifteen minutes and likewise itmay take more than fifteen minutes 
for other concepts to be covered adequately. The same thing is true 
for television. Some lessons and concepts require more than twenty 
minutes, some require less. Inseveral cases it appears that producers/ 
directors were required to expand material inorder for that material 
to occupy a full temnty minutes for television or a full fifteen 
minutes for radio.
 
Photographs,
 
The demndM for a responsive photographic section will grow. 
KEDI may wish to find additional space and equipment for the photographic 
production. One must realize ti'.at a respoiivm photographic section 
Is a necessity for high quality and economic TV productions. 
KEO11s instructional model has, as amajor comonhnt inIts 
iimsntationg the utilization of IR/ITY programs. The utilization 
of IR/ITV is a new development on the educational scene in Korea. 
Presently teachers art not trained insufficient nabers In the 
utilization of IRand ITV for maximum effectiveness in the classroom, 
It is reported in the RESULTS OF THE FOURTH SALL SCALE TRYOUT OF THE
 
KEDI INSTRUCTIONAL -SYSTEM concerning teachers participating in the tryout,
 
Mostof thtm had more than ten years of teach 
exerene wt~hirages ra~ 7_34_Since they were well experienced in teachings
instruction itself proceeded smoothly, But theirteaching patterns cemented over a long span of time 
exerted adverse effects on their ability to
accommodate new methods. This fact was supported
by the disposition of young teachers with 2 or 5 
years experience to try out something new whereas
 
those with longer experience were disposed to
 
stick to old practice,
 
Recognizing that in-service education isaproblem, the first
 
draft of the rej~ort further states concerninj the training of teachers 
. .....efforts must be made to grope for more effective ways of training,
 
which has aheavier reliance on avariety of media, as suggested by 
the new instructional system". 
KEDI should give serious consideration to an intensive workshop
 
schedule for teacher in-service education in the utilization of IR
 
and INV programs. For the present, existing teacher In-service
 
workshops, weekend seminars, and/or suwmr activity courses may help
 
to develop the necessary skills for full utilization of IRand ITV 
lessons. tiowever, consideration should be given to the long team 
solution of this problem by Incorporating the necessary curricular 
content for the utilization for JR and ITV into the curriculu at the 
college level for pre-service teacher preparation. 
*Cost Analysis Mochanism for JR and ITV 
Itisessential that KEDI establish abudgetary mechanism for 
assessing the. . . ... ..cost. of each of the TV and radio lessons?ii:? that It PHodUC1s; -i,).. . . . . . . !4.  . . 
+ 
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key educational policy, planning, and research-organization in Korea. 
Although amajor portion of its effort must be the management of the, 
Elementary-Middle School Project which first gave life to KED10~its " 
programs beyond that project continue to develop and .~pand. "" 
This section 1of the report updates information in the First . 
Interim Report concerning projects being undertaken by JCEDI beyond the'4 
E.14 Project, and, showsLthe trend toward on-going progr~ams of activities 
<2in areasrof concern in the educational future of Korea., This trend " 
toward programs within which 4rgJects reside is.demonstrated by they 
reorganizational thinking in KEDI, described elsewhere. Rather than. 
setting up units devoted exclusively to ar~c KEIs organizational 
trend is to have project activities (such as those ineducational 
planning$ population education3 industrial arts, new community movement) 
feed into on-going prograomatic concerns for a better elementary- ;~>" 
middle 'school curriculum, for better policy formation, for better'' " 4,~ 
inter-ministerial cooperation* 'and for better relationship between 
program of the various ministries. KEDI is moving toward an organization "4 
that can absorb new project activities within programtic units with 
'long-ter0' functional 'and 'conti1nuing goals. '"4 ,4444 
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~~iTB ~EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PLANNING 
SOver-all economic and social planning in Korea is coordinated by 
analysis usuAlly. prepared~ by the Korean Development Institute, are 
distributed to the various Ministries by the EPS, and each Mitnistry.< 
then prepars a plan which, is reviewed by the EPS. Modfications are7' 
7~ usually neotiated when aMinistry's plan is too costly or.,does not 
match policy priorities. 
Within the Ministry of Education,, educational planning has'a 
spotty history. In the late, sixties, the Ministry attempted along-range 
plan for 1972 to 1986 with the assistance of foreign experts. T1ie : 
general reactIon now zooms to be that the plan waSsa good but idealistic 
7,report, prepared with little or no Involvment of sections chiefs or7, 
provincial 'offices of education. It was largely Ignored in terms of j 
implementatione 
Following this attempts the Ministry dsked all municipal and 
provincial boards of education to prepare afive year plan for 1972 to ~ 
1976. Only one or two boards responded, probably from lack of knowledge t 
as to how to go about a planning exercise, The 1972-976 plant' 
therefore, Was a simple projection of whit the Office of Planning and 
Management of the Ministry thought would be needed to further expand the 
oducatlonal system along traditional lines., Insslence$ the Plan was anr 
attempt to tatisfy social, demand for education.$ --
In1975t the Ministry of Education was again asked by the Eft for 
477-- adraft of their plan for,1976-1981. With a small staff of professionals 
fully occupied tiith day-to-day management matters in the Ministry, th 
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Office of Plannig~andNanagement felt that it needed outside help 
in the development of the plans and the Ministry turned to KEDI. 
i~2iz'A1,~e#g~~olan -etabl~she-taworking-cumi ttee--OUlI 
section chiefs in the Ministry supplemented by distinguished educators 
outside the Ministry, and in a period of several months# developed a 
draft five-year plan. The plans as of the sumer of 1976, was still 
.5' being discussed by the Economic Planning Board and the Ministry of
 
Education,
 
Several observations are inorder. First, planning must be 
considered a long-term continuous function involving continuous data 
collection and analysis, ane. involvinj modifications as the plan 
period moves along. Since the current plan was developed by KEI 
as a onetin activity, KEI had to huake-do" by assigning Its staff 
to the task in the hopes that its cumulative experience (and that of the 
section chiefs of the Ministry) would substitute for the kinds of 
continuos data collection activities that usually provide information 
for pion development. The plan was thus heavily biased, as noted by 
the EPS, toward the "social demand" concrns of providing more education 
regardless of other economic trends or plans. The plan is.a collection 
of activities which the various section chiefs in the Ministry fell 
would be appropriate If the funds were available, rather than an 
over-all strategy which orients the activities of the various sections 
and program of the Ministry, Furthermore, there is little or no 
economic analysis in the plan# nor eiy attmt to show how Ministry of 
Education~porm relate to traoning aciiisof teOffie of 
Labor or of Industry adbusiness. 
4 
Scodth planning gopwas workiPng withinadlequate informat i 
on what is happening Miistryn s 
omen recomended the establishmeno a managemn 
information systemi within theMinistry so that such information is&W 2 
continuously available, n only to help In plan formulation, but
 
V~ophroviidv~ i dng fbcko :plan Implementation,. So far, it F
 
2<K2 appears,.this recommnendati'on has not~been acted upon by the Miity
 
perhaps because of lack offunds.
 
2-,Becausel- :li I6 p of inadequate information
-on and anlss n f the key
 
recommendations2 in the first draft of thecurrent plan has been
 
rejected by the Economic' Planning Board (EPB). This was recommendation
 
:> 6-d!!kk ­
-the 
thatmiddle-school 'education be made compulsory throughout the country 
by 19811. The EPB suggested a more gradual implementation of this 
recommiendation inorder to soften the cost implications. They propose 
a gradual expansion of middle school educational facili tieso the 
< point of accommodtn increasing njumbers eahyear. Inthe next2<4 
K, five!-year plan, beginning In 1981, the goal would be 80% enrollment of 
middle-school-aged children, and then 100% as the final sage. Emphasis 
would be on expansion of facilities inthe rural areas so as to
 
contribute to a general goal of better income distribution in Korea. 
Inaddition, of- course, to management information to help in 

-
assessing what is actually happening inthe Ministry, there isurgent 
need for a program of sustained policy and planning studies toprovide 
'continuousi nformation for decision making during the planning and
 
implementation process. A number of KEDI projects, such as those
 
described below, already establish KEDI as a capable institution for the
 
conduct of these kinds of studies, but the Ministry should study the 
'- + . , 2i
, ' "1 ' -, i '!I i : }:;I: ]W { : ) £ 2 
. 2i~i- I22 ' 2. 2 2<<Q 2<''2 
2 
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possibility of assigning KEDI the long-term, programmatic function of
 
conducting policy and planning studies that will have some continuity
 
and 	cohesiveness. KEDI's activities in connection with the "repeater
 
study," discussed later, might be the first step toward assuming such
 
a function. However, such an assignment is contingent upon support
 
for 	increasing and developing appropriate staff.
 
Continuous study and monitoring of problems such as the following
 
are 	urgently needed:
 
1. 	The reciprocal role of school and out-of-school efforts to
 
train needed manpower for Korea (i.e., how can formal school
 
programs under the Ministry of Education better coordinate
 
their efforts with those of the Labor Office Vocational
 
Training Institutes and with those of industry and business
 
in vocational and technical training).
 
2. 	The possible income distribution effects of more attention
 
to rural schools.
 
3. 	The possible cost-benefit effects (both socially and economically)
 
of adjusting investment in various levels of education.
 
4. 	The possible better linkage of educational facilities and
 
content to the manpower needs of future village industrial
 
development.
 
5. 	The possible cost differentials involved in alternative
 
approaches to preparing middle-level manpower. (For example,

k'orld Bank studies for the Economic Planning Board seem to
 
indicate that employers find middle-school graduates with
 
vocational-technical institute training under the Labor
 
Institute as productive as technical high-school graduates,
 
and the training is much cheaper. Such studies would be
 
a part of an on-going education planning program).
 
6. 	Modification of the curriculum to better relate to the over-all
 
economic and social development plan.
 
7. 	The manpower requirements for public and private education.
 
(Such information would help prevent such current problems
 
as the excessive production of elementary-school teachers at
 
the Junior Teachers collec s).
 
If these and similar problems are under" continuous study, KEDI
 
could gradually develop simulation models to help policy bodies see the
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implications of various possible alternative courses of action.
 
Without such information, educational planning in Korea will continue
 
to be a collection of individual activities that often do not mutually
 
support one another and which often cause social and economic disfunctions.
 
C. REPEATER STUDY
 
Typical of the problems which can assume crisis proportions, in
 
part because of inadequate and continuous educational planning activities,
 
is the phenomenon of the unemployed high-school graduates has been
 
increasing without a comparable increase in university spaces. In 1965,
 
30.3% of all high-school graduates entered the university. In 1976,
 
only 19.7% will find university spaces. University graduates, in turn,
 
earn, on the average, about two times as much as high school graduates,
 
so there is tremendous pressure to obtain a university education. A
 
further incentive is the traditional respect for education among Koreans.
 
Thus, high school graduates who do not pass the univ'-;ty entrance
 
examination or who fail to find a space in the universi . tend to
 
repeat the examination year after year. Many remain unemployed while
 
they take special courses to prepare for the next examination.
 
In the Seoul area, a third of those who take the university
 
entrance examination are repeaters. Of those who fail, about 60% try
 
again the following year. In 1976, 159,000 of those who took the
 
examination failed, and nearly 100,000 can be expected to try again next
 
year.
 
From 1970 to 1976, there has been a 210% increase in high school
 
graduates and only a 130% increase in college enrollments. In 1970,
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there were about 64,000 failures on the college entrance examination;
 
n 1976 itwas about 159,000.
 
These phenomena, of course, had not gone unnoticed in the educational
 
community of Korea. Higher education institutions, parents, the press,
 
and others have noted the problem and have suggested various approaches
 
such as the expansion of higher education for the resolution of problems.
 
The notable lack of any governmental effort to study the problem in a
 
systematic way until early this year strongly supports the suggestion
 
above that there isneed in Korea for continuous educational policy and
 
planning studies, perhaps under KEDI auspices.
 
InJanuary, 1976, the President of the Republic, in an official
 
annual visit to the Ministry of Education, expressed his concern and
 
suggested that the Ministry examine alternatives for resolving the
 
problem. The Ministry turned to KEDI, and KEDI, in turn, organized a
 
seven-man policy group and a larger advisory body representing the
 
various Ministries and community interests.
 
After six months of meetings with the various ministries and other
 
organizations and a number of meetings of the policy and advisory groups,
 
KEDI issued an interim report for discussion with the various Ministries
 
and the general public. The interim report received immediate enthusiasm
 
from top policy-makers and the KEDI Commission was instructed to report
 
directly to the Prime Minister's office in finalizing the report and in
 
recommending next steps.
 
The report examines the causes and effects of the repeater problem
 
and studies possible alternative future action in a comprehensive fashion 
which is unusual in educational planning history in Korea. Italso used 
a participatory mechinism which gave all interested parties a chance to 
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present their points of view, thus assuring that there would be
 
broad-based support for the recommendations.
 
The recommendations, in brief, suggest better utilization of
 
present higher education facilities, gradual expansion of facilities
 
as well as expansion to accommodate some of the unemployed high school
 
graduates, programs to increase employment opportunity for high
 
school graduates that do not enter the university, programs to increase
 
vocational and technical training through the Office of Labor programs
 
and Vocational-Technical Institutes for high school graduates,
 
programs to encourage dispersement of high school graduates to possible
 
employment outside Seoul, increased vocational aAd technical emphasis
 
in middle and high schools, better vocational counseling, establishment
 
of employment job information centers and guidance systems for
 
repeaters, better licensing systems for certifying vocational skills,
 
and more industrial investment in training activities. Certain
 
suggested social policies include greater emphasis on employment­
generating investment in government planning; abolition of higher
 
education degree requirements for certain jobs where such education is
 
not needed; decrease in differential between salaries paid college
 
graduates versus high school graduates; and a new youth welfare policy.
 
No one knows, of course, if all of the suggestions in the report
 
are feasible from a resource allocation point ,f view, or whether or
 
not all of the institutional and human resources, both within and
 
outside government, can be marshalled for such a total re-orientation 
of the social, educational and economic policy of Korea. The next 
phase of KEDI's work, it is assumed, is to explore suh questions. 
The remarkable feature, however, of this study is that a growing 
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crisis situation in the form of unemployed high school graduates has
 
sparked a comprehensive policy study which points the way to a
 
continuous policy and planning function by KEDI. Should KEDI receive
 
the mandate and the resources to undertake such work on a continuous
 
basis, it is unlikely that other such crises would be allowed to
 
develop with virtually no policy attention, as has the repeater problem
 
for the past ten years.
 
D. INDUSTRIAL ARTS, VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION
 
Some of the early work of KEDI in vocational and technical education
 
(as described in the First Interim Report) was helpful in formulating
 
recommendations of the "repeater study," described above. However,
 
KEDI's major proposal for disseminating skill training modules to
 
middle schools and for equipping the demonstration shops in these
 
schools has been rewritten in the light of the unwillingness of
 
the government to finance local costs of the program. KEDI's work
 
will now be limited to prototype production of 70 skills training
 
modules for middle schools, prototype design of demonstration shops
 
for middle schools, and some pilot teacher training (100 teachers will
 
be trained to use the new materials). The cost of this project will
 
be approximately US$420,000 and it is being examined for possible
 
approv', by the Ministry of Education and the Economic Planning Board.
 
With the new recommendations of the Commission to study the 
repeater problems stre sing vocational and technical education at 
all levels, it would seem that KEDI's expertise might be useful to 
the Ministry in designing new training modules for secondary schools,
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and to the Labor Institutes in designing modules for use in out-of-school
 
vocational and technical training. Furthermore, if the Commission's
 
recommendations that industry step up its own training programs are
 
widely accepted, KEDN may well be able to sell its services to industry.
 
One of the problems continues to be the lack of effective joint
 
planning between the Ministry of Education and the Office of Labor
 
and the Vocational Institutes under the latter. Part of the oroblem mav
 
be because of the outside agencies which have assisted in the setting
 
up of the various institutions charged with vocational and technical
 
training. UNDP has supported the setting up of the Central Vocational-

Technical Institute under the Office of Labor which is charged with the
 
training of vocational and technical teachers. Vocational Training
 
Institutes, in turn, have been funded by the Asian and World Banks.
 
Eight of these are now operational or being built in urban areas and
 
eight or nine in rural areas. Each of these projects has been planned
 
in isolation, and there has been little attempt to establish a
 
government-wide policy of how the formal schoolc under the Ministry
 
of Education and the vocational-technical training under the Labor 
Institute are to complement one another. As part of KEDI's possible 
longrange planning function, these matters might will receive priority 
attention.
 
In future planning in this field, KEDI should take note of a 
thought-provoking survey of employers and employees done by World Bank 
consultant lanm ic Zifmuerman and as:,ocia tes for the Econotiic Planning 
Board. Thei -.tidies :,how that vocational-technical fliqh 0 hools tond 
to prepare graduates who ire not as ir:umilid atsly er.ployahl,, in middle­
level technical skills as thosje trom a proqrar:l which Chnle middl,,-ochool 
--
graduates to -the very practical vocational-technical high schools costA 
considerably more to operate than the Labor Institute Centers. Although 
this study does not suggest the elimination of the vocational-technicaV 
a high schools, it does imply that there are alternate channels for 
planning for the future, 
E. COMMUNITY 
The Now Community Movement began as a kind of political socialization 
effort but has gradually turned to commnunity development efforts 
which have a real chance of increasing village productivity and 
a quality of life. KEIcompleted asurvey inlate 1975 (published ina
 
- - -December, 1975 as Toward Improvement of the New Commnunity Education fori i
~
i i ii  + ! a a'a !!-i; ; - a ? ? :+ i!i,! , a, : ::~ ,!i 
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participation ineducational efforts.
 
The survey interviewed farmers, village leaders, and rural
 
guidance officers. About three-quarters of the village leaders and 
 -
nearly sixty percent of the farmers had participated inone or more
 
education programs, but few had attended more than two or three such- -­
activities. Most indicated that they had learned something about
 
cultivation of new varieties of rice, environmental improvement,
 
disease and pest control-, utilization of agricultural chemicals and 
farm management. Most, however, said that they applied few of the skills
 
or knowledges because of lack of facilities and money or because the
 
information or skills that they had were insufficient, Most such
 
educational programs are of short duration and appear, at most, to 
 -
a disseminate limited information ininsufficient depth to encourage
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application. Also, the activities are also at inconvenient times, the
 
teaching is poor, and the trdinees are poorly selected.
 
The rural-gUidance officers reported that the programs suffered
 
because of lack of village cooperation, lack of money for implementation
 
of projects, lack of effective local leadership, lack of institutional
 
support, and lack of tirie and manpower.
 
As a modest next step, KEDI has been developing, during the first
 
half of 1976, a rmodel for spiritual (attitudinal) training for use in
 
the New Community Movement. This study has attempted to collect
 
principles from social psychology that might be applied to training of
 
community leaders and guidance officers. A good deal of reference­
group theory appears in the early versions of the model.
 
Finally, KEDI is continuing the cooperative arrangement with the
 
Centre fcr Production and Training for Adult Education and Television
 
(CEPTA-ITV) based in Singapore, whereby the Singapore group assists KEDI
 
inthe production of community education fiims. Four such films were
 
produced in 1975 (The New Community Movement in Schools; New Community
 
Leader Activities; Pig Raising; Tong-il Rice Cultivation), and another
 
four are planned for 1976.
 
Serious problems seem to have ari?,en, Loth in production planning 
and in possible utilization of these films. KEDI and the Singapore
 
group have elected ,in innovative approach tu production whereby no 
professiona1 ac(tor' are used. Film crew' jo to the countryside and film 
actual pi~ople to illu.trate tle points in the film, However, it has 
been dl'fi(;ult t) ,g tho technical advic! the Offic- ofo t of Pural 
Developm,,nt of th, rliv-.try of Auri(:ultur,' oil th,, (.ont.ent of the filrs, 
afnd th drodu(c.t, hwon ju I;j t. , I ina ot I! by thatf ino Ip hav e chni ly -1dJlr 
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office. Furthermore, the Office of Rural Development maintains its
 
own film program, using professional actors, and apparently has no
 
intention of distributing or using the KEDI films. The question then
 
arises as to whether this film program should be continued. If the
 
technical content is not approved by the technical groups concerned,
 
and if they are not to be used in the programs where they could be
 
helpful, why do them? This may be another case of available resources
 
(the help of CEPTA-TV) shaping the program in meaningless directions.
 
The longer-tern problem, of course, is to find a means of
 
coordinated government planning of educational activities under the
 
New Connunity Movement. As mentioned in the fist interim report, 
KEDI might well inventory educational services arid programs in the non­
formal area, looking to wore effective planning of such sevices so 
that they complement )ne another in creating a cumulative impact 
toward the achievement of New CcuuiitiUity Movement goals. 
Unfortunately, the New Community Education work of KEDI is limited 
in tenns of both manpower and other resources. With no outside 
support in the form of either contracts or proyrajnvatic funding by the 
Ministry of Education, KEDI ' activities will be limited to its present 
modest progrum of studies and films. 
F. POPUATION
EUCATIO
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andoulyinvesin Juy. Thre tost
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would be examined at the end of the year. Teachers suggest that the use 
of the project method inthe materials requires special training and 
that some of the materials emphasize, too much the negative aspects of 
population growth rather than the positive aspects of population control. 
results. The material was used intwenty periods of the sixth grade,
 
and there was better interest at the beginning than toward the end.
 
Interest flagged somewhat, perhaps because the material was extra­
curricular and. not required for the examinations. There was some
 
embarrassment indealing with the physiological aspects of the material,
 
and the parents often did not understand the need to introduce such
 
material at the sixth grade. A number of teachers felt that there'
 
was a need to include more material relating the issues to the local
 
conmnuni ty.
 
Concurrent with the field testing, KEDI is conducting a survey on 
population consciousness among stu~dents and teachers. Atotal of 48 
elementary, middle, and secondary schools, chosen to be representative 
of conditions throughout th' country, are being surveyed to discover 
pupil and teacher attitudes toward the appropriate size of the family, 
age of desired marriage, attitude toward migration and similar matters. 
A report on this survey will be published late in1976.
 
Other related activities include:
 
1. Aresource book for teachers (elementary middle, and 
secondary), to be issued in October, 19756; 
2. Various substantive studies to provide background information 
for curriculum developers and teachers (population analyses-,

population increase and social change; population increase and 
* economic development; over-population and human eco-systen).. 
Consultants are used for these studies, and ineach topic,theory is presented plus iaterials for teacher training. 
3.Aui-vsa ~ maeral (inluin slds in al areas. 
UNPfnigfrKD2 ouainwr end 'in 197. yhe
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rantoh 
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atiiasionofareidcacuulty temat alleleels n wasfhinistryg 
Seoulyhabnninvoled population education. Each, thrusfelsog study 
and specific courses. 
The Seoul National Universi ty team his developed new course syllabi 
for the humanities and the social sciences involving relevant concepts 
- - -
- -
of family planning. The Korea University team has also' developed new
 
course~syllabi for the social sciences and has published reference
 
material on population education for student use, Ewha Women's
 
University offers an elective course on population education for 2
 
- smaestudents.--At-YonseiUni vers ty-the-basIc-­
2 
 concepts of family planning and population education are integrated22 
with the content~of acourse on School and Society which isrequired 
of students in the pre-service teacher training program. 
G#TEACHER EDUCATION
 
Teacher Education 
In addition to the teacher education actih!ties related to the 
Elementary-Middle School Project (described elsewhere), KEDI has 
-
been continuing policy and program studies related to teacher education 
problems in general in Korea. Activities in 1975 and early 1978 
were directed toward Identification and description of critical ttacher
 
education problems, and KEDI has Indicated that the following statemcnts
 
merit investigation (bath inresearch and action domains) Inthe future:
 
S 1. Sincethe beginning of the 1970's, there has been a considerable 
-discrepancy 
 between demand and supply of teachers, with an 
excessive number of graduates from teacher's colleges.
(This was verified ina team visit to the Junior Teachers 
College inCheong Ju Province, where 95% of the 1976 graduates
have no job offers.)
 
2. Teacher's Colleges have difficulty in recruiting excellent 
students because of insufficient incentive systems. 
­
3. Many elementary and secondary teachers are willing to transfer
 
to Jobs inother fields because they think they do not
 
receive sufficient benefits either financially or psychologically.
 
-
 (However, Cheong Ju Province reports a current yearly attrition 
rate among primary teachers of only 2.4%compared to an 8.7% 
- in 1970, perhaps suggesting that th oversupply of teachers is
 
encouraging those who have jobs to hold on to them.2
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4. 	There is lack of integrity among curricula in teacher's colleges.
 
5. 	There is a lack of consistency between what the pre-service
 
teachers learn in their schools and how they perform in a
 
class after graduation.
 
6. 	There is a shortage of in-service training proorams for
 
upgrading teaching competencies.
 
7. 	Lecture-type instruction is the main method used in present
 
in-service teacher education programs.
 
8. 	Most teacher's colleges do not have sufficient educational
 
facilities and there is limited opportunity for practice teaching.
 
KEDI has made a number of recommendations concerning these
 
problems, and is in the process of further research on teacher
 
competencies, with the idea of producing model in-service teacher
 
education programs. A slidetape program, based on UNESCO's Introduction
 
to Educational Technology, has been produced and is being tested.
 
Radio broadcasting for in-service teacher education began in March, 1976,
 
designed to introduce new educational theories to teachers. Each
 
weekday a fifteen-minute lecture is aired through an AM channel, and
 
a survey will be done in 1977 on the effect of these broadcasts.
 
The effectiveness of KEDI'; work in teacher education policy
 
and action, of course, depends on the extert. to which the organization
 
can involve the various teacher's colleges and faculties of education
 
in their work. Although the number of consultants from various
 
faculties of education who are involved in various KEDI projects is
 
impressive, it appears that there is still some distance between KEDI 
and the junior teacher's colleges, charged with pre-service, and to 
some extent in-service., training of elementary-school teachers. If 
there is to be long-term effect of KEDI's recommendations in teacher 
education, ways must be found to influence the curriculum, methods, and
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programs of the sixteen junior teachers colleges and all other institutions
 
involved in teacher preparation in Korea.
 
H. HIGH SCHOOL OF AIR AND CORRESPONDENCE
 
KEDI continues to prepare the broadcasts, texts, and supplementary
 
materials for the High School of the Air and Correspondence (see
 
elsewhere for a description of the radio aspects of this program). In
 
addition, KEDI undertakes regular evaluation of student achievement
 
under the program, assessments of administrative efficiency of the program,
 
and certain related studies on non-formal education in general. For
 
instance, currently underway (mid-1976) is a bibliographical study of
 
air and correspondence education schemes inother countries.
 
It isestimated that there are currently about 20,000 students
 
enrolled in the program throughout the country, In 1977, it is
 
anticipated that about 3,000 of 5,000 enrolled four years ago in
 
F oul and Pusan will graduate, indicating a drop-out rate of about a
 
third of total registrants. Beginning in 1975 enrollees were accepted
 
from throughout the country, not just from Seoul and Pusan.
 
It isdifficult to arrive at a per-student or per-graduate cost 
for the program. KEDI receives 200 million won a year for its work 
(about USS40.00 per student), and a total of 500 million won is 
budgeted for the entire program. The remainder is expended by the 
Ministry of Education, largely to pay teachers who come to schools on 
Sundays to provide lectures, grade papers, and administer examinations 
for students enrolled In correspondence courses and to pay broadcast 
stations to broadcast the programs. The teachers receive 1,000 ,inn An hour, 
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and KEDI feels that this is not enough to encourage quality work by
 
teachers who give up their Sundays to run the study centers at the 40
 
high schools attached to the program. Broadcast stations (KBC, MBC,
 
CBS) receive a total of 1,300,000 won for broadcasting the programs.
 
KEDI studies indicate that about 30% of the enrollees are recent
 
middle-school graduates while the remainder are those who have been
 
out of school for longer periods of time. Fifty-percent of the
 
enrollees are working. The age range is from 16 years to over 50.
 
They pay a modest tuition which varies by region. In Seoul, tuition
 
is 46,000 won per year, while in smaller provinces the fee may be
 
below 15,000 won per year.
 
KEDI has completed the texts in all the basic subject areas and
 
has published 10,000 copies of each. A Handbook on Radio Instruction
 
Programs, 1976, has been distributed (250,000 copies) free to all
 
students, teachers, and other agencies, listing time schedules of
 
broadcasts, channels, and other information. A Guidebook for Self-Study
 
(1976) has received similar wide distribution (250,000 copies) and
 
includes suggestions as to how to listen effectively; how to employ
 
strategies for learning and self-study; how to read textbooks; and
 
how to take notes.
 
KEDI is currently in the process of preparing supplementary 
learning packages for students in addition to the texts. These learning 
materials are designed to make the text rore understandable. The 
preparation of these raterials will take approximately th-ee years. All 
materials should he availabl( by 1979. 
Ther atI'ears to be little i+phasis on vocational and technical 
education in the IrO(raifl o"ftU idfOS, an emphasis which would seem to 
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be consistetit with policy concerns coming out of the repeaters study
 
described earlier in this chapter, and with goals outlined in the next
 
five-year plan. With high unemployment already among academic high
 
school graduates, one wonders if a scheme such as the High School of the
 
Air and Correspondence should not focus more on job skills.
 
I. NEW ACTIVITIES
 
A number of new activities are in the pipeline which are not
 
far enough along to assess at the present time. Several of these which
 
will be studied by the team more thoroughly in the future are as follows:
 
1. Women's Education Project. This new research effort, entitled
 
Study on Korean Sex-Role Perception and Development of Compensatory
 
Educational Proram to Change Sex-Bias Attitude, has been funded
 
by the U.S. Agency for International Development. The overall goal
 
of the project is "to promote the sense of equality between
 
Korean man and woman in their potential contribution to national
 
development."
 
Specific objectives of the study include the following:
 
(a)to investigate the level of awareness of Korean people of
 
sexual discrimination as a social problem, (b)to identify the
 
variables which condition discrirminatory attitudes and behaviors,
 
(c) to develop an exploratory compensatory educational program 
intended to eradicate the sex-biased attitudes, and (d) to implement 
the program on a small scale with Korean S-tudents at the seventh 
grade level. 
The project, now in its initial stages of preparaition and planning, 
will be reviewed in greater detail In the summer of 1977. 
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2. Materials Resource Centers. On paper, there exist 160
 
educational materials resource centers, one in every kun (county)
 
in the country. Presumably, each center serves about 40 elementary
 
and middle schools. In fact, many of these centers are ni3t
 
operational or, at best, offer minimal services with unt,'ained staff
 
and little materials or equipment.
 
KEDI has suggested that these centers be assisted by KEDI to
 
the point where they have the trained staff to develop materials
 
to supplement KEDI elementary-middle school material, and perhaps
 
resources to help counsel schools on the use of KEDI material. At
 
the same time, UNICEF has an interest in assisting these centers
 
if they will take on the job of helping primary schooi teachers
 
in science education. Such an approach would supplement UNICEF
 
assisted science centers located at junior teachers colleges in
 
each province.
 
Both ideas make sense, it would seem, and would appear to be
 
complementary. The best approach might be to combine the goals of
 
both approaches so that these centers become useful centers in
 
assisting primary school teachers in a variety of teaching resource 
needs. UNICEF is suggpsting a five-year project costing $400,000.
 
Certainly, this smali sum must be supplemented over time by many
 
times that amount by the national government if these centers are
 
all to perform a significant function, and UNICEF would do well not
 
to insist on isolating its interest from the broader curriculum
 
concerns of KEDI's. 
Related to this concern is a problem encou',tered by a science 
equipment production center originally financed in part by UNICEF.
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The Korean government invested US$1,000,000 and UNICEF US$250,000
 
to establish this center to produce science equipment for schools.
 
The Center has been taken over by the Korean Teachers Mutual Fund,
 
which now has problems in marketing the science equipment produced
 
by the center. The equipment is not part of the curriculum
 
packages produced by KEDI, nor does the Ministry require that
 
schools buy it. Since demand has been low, only small quantities
 
are being produced at relatively high price. About 250 items are
 
being produced in lots of 1,000. Yet, many items should be
 
distributed in lots of one million a year to get proper use in the
 
schools.
 
It would make some sense for KEDI and the Ministry of Education
 
to link the science equipment production center to the network of
 
resource centers in each kun, perhaps designating the latter as
 
marketing and repair centers for the equipment. At the same time,
 
KEDI might well examine the possibility of incorporating equipment
 
from the center into its curriculum packages.
 
3. Provincial Educational Planning Training. KEDI has proposed
 
a program to train personnel in Provincial Boards of Education in
 
techniques of educational planning so as to begin to develop
 
capabilities in the provinces to intelligently contribute to
 
national planning efforts. UNICEF may help in this effort. A
 
related K[DI idea is to strengthen dialogue, communication, and 
cooperat ion among the research and development centers of the 
provincial boards. [oth ideas are excellent, provided that KEDI 
can secure the policy support ind funding to carry out the effort. 
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4. Research Information. There is no effort as yet in the
 
education sector to store and control research information using
 
computer technology. Such a system does exist in the science
 
sector in the form of the Korean Science and Technical Information
 
Center (KORSTIC) under the Ministry of Science and Technology.
 
KEDI has had exploratory jiscussions concerning the possibility of
 
using KORSTIC's computer facilities for the control of education
 
research information. As KEDI moves forward with educational
 
planning and policy studies and as the organization establishes
 
itself as the nerve center of educational research and development
 
activities in Korea, high priority should be placed on moving
 
ahead such an effort. Automated information storage and retrieval
 
of research information would assure that information forthcoming 
from research efforts throughout the country are not lost and would 
help assure that there is a cumnmulative effect of such efforts.
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J. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND LINKAGES
 
Most of the international relationships described in the First
 
Interim Report continue to be built upon, with both KEDI and organizations
 
in other countries receiving mutual benefit from the linkages. Some
 
interesting new involvements not mentioned in the last report include
 
the 	following:
 
1. 	KEDI acted as host for the ACEID sponsored A High Level
 
Personnel Exchange Workshop in Curriculum Development,
 
August 2-10, 1976. Participants attended from Sri Lanka,
 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and from
 
organizations in Korea.
 
2. 	KEDI is sending a participant to a Group Training Course in
 
Correspondence Education in New Zealand from September 6 to
 
Octobe 15,19767
 
3. 	KEDI is participating in programs of the Asian Institute
 
for Broadcasting Development (UNESCO) in Kuala Lumpur, and
 
sent one participant to its Regional Training Course in
 
Educational Media (August 2-September T0, 976--).
 
4. 	KEDI is sending two out of a five-person Korean team to the 
UNESCO-sponsored Third Group Training Course in Educational 
Planning, Bangkok ad Manrila, 1976-1977. Phases I-FT 
the Project (October 25 to December 4,1976) will be in 
Bangkok and Manila, and there will be follow-up by correspondence 
until August 1977. Since the Ministry of Education will also 
be sending members of the team, this offers a good opportunity 
for KEDI to further develop an understanding with the Ministry 
as to KEDI's long-term role in educational planning. 
5. 	KEDI will participate in a fuur-month program on Cross-

Cultural Research for Behavioral and Social Scientsts
 
at the Cultural Learn ng InsTfitute of the East-West Center,
 
,January 5-April 30, 1977.
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KEDI will attempt to revitalize these centers and make them into
 
dissemination centers which could be distribution points for KEDI
 
publications. 
L. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
 
The expanding role of KEDI, as described in the First Interim Report 
and as discussed inthis chapter, has received further recognition by 
the Korean government during 1975-1976 with the delegation to KEDI of 
the responsibility for the development of the next five-year plan and 
for the conduct of the so-called "repeaters study." Thus, policy and
 
-planning activities inthe field of education are increasingly being 
delegated to KEDIP in addition to earlier learning research, development, 
and curriculum delivery projects. 
I I 1i~~ J ;i !i i!i 
l1~~11i1~Z .I141'1 -iLP4.I1,glTo somel llt. new re-organization1>, of1 KEDI -tLIICZ'P extents the (described in . 
earlier chapters) has encouraged greater inter-penetration of projects 
so that KEDI is moving toward a programmatic organization rather then 
a holding company of discrete projects. the population education-Thus, 
4nd to some extent technical education materials are finding their way 
gradually into the E-H Project, and the conclusions of the various 
policy studies are beginning to affect the more applied research and 
developonent activities. 
. 
This symnbiosis of program and activities is not, of courses comlete. 
For instance, the High School of the Air and Correspondence seems to 
be a project quite isolated from all other activity In KEDI, ands 
notwithstanding certain policy questions raised in other studies of 
KEDI, the project continues the same program as when it was initiated 
over three Years Ago# 
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KEDI continues to increase its dissemination activities, but
 
must find ways of more effectively reaching teachers and parents in
 
the future. Also, it must find ways of covering the costs of creating
 
and reproducing its instructional and informational materials in order
 
to begin receiving some income beyond governmental subsidy. The
 
Korean Institute for Science and Technology, for instance, receives
 
a good deal of its income from sale of its R & D product and has a
 
much healthier financial structure because of it. KEDI should continue
 
to explore ways of marketing its product.
 
On the whole, the progress from projects to program appears to 
be going well. To a large deqree, KEDI's future will depend on the 
governrient'" icceptance of KEDI's role as a prograrmatic policy, 
planning, and research agency, rather than as a repository of ad hoc 
projects. 
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APPENDIX
 
PUBLICATIONS
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MATERIALS PUBLISHED BY KEDI NOT LISTED
 
IN THE FIRST INTERIM REPORT*
 
I. 	Elementary-Middle School Instructional Materials Developed and
 
Printed Since September, 1975
 
II. Textbooks and Other Materials for High School of the Air and
 
Correspondence
 
III. Population Education Materials
 
IV. Industrial Arts Materials
 
V. 	Miscellaneous
 
*Not included in this list are new editions of ongoing publications
 
listed in the First interirm Report, i.e., KEDI NJews, Korean Education, 
and Research for loach.rs. 
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I. Elementary-Middle School Materials Developed and Printed Since
 
September, 1975
 
A. Teacher Training Materials
 
1. Teacher's Handbook for KEDI's New Educational System - for
 
the 2nd Comprehensive Demonstration
 
2. Operational Guidebook for the 2nd Comprehensive Demonstration 
B. Instructional Learning Materials 
Following materials had been printed for the 2nd comprehensive 
demonstration, lst semester of 3rd, 4th, and 5th grades. All 
materials for the 2nd senester are now being printed. 
l. Teacher's Guidebooks 
"Vo 1ume 
Grde 
Subject _ltt _r 3rd 4th 5thi -TOTAL '" 
Moral du(Jt ion 1 1 1 3 
Korein .oLn 1 1 3iu&;t 1 
Sociald i,'; 1 1 1 3 
Itdth,.'Ldt i ' 1 1 1 3 
NJatur lI .c: i, ncel 1 1 1 3 
Phy, i CA Education 1 1 1 3 
u i: 1 1 1 3 
Firl" Art'. 1 1 1 3 
Prlct i I Arts - 1 3 
TOTAL 9 '6 
"No curriculum under the 3rd tgrade in pirw ca irt-#. 
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2. Student's Learning Guidebooks
 
Subject Matter 

Korean Language 

Social Studies 

Mathematics 

Natural Sciencp.; 

TOTAL 

3. Summative Tests
 
Subject Matter 

Moral Education 

Korean Language 

Social Studies 

ather~atics 

Plat',jraI Sciences 

Physical Education 
Music 

Fine Arts 
Practical Arts 

TOTAL 

3rd 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

3rd 

2 

3 

3 

3 
3 

1 

2 

2 
-
19 

Grade
 
4th 

1 

1 

1 

1 

4 

4th 

2 

3 

3 

3 
3 

1 
2 

2 
2 
21 

*Volume 
5th TOTAL 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
1 3 
4 12 
*Kinds 
5th TOTAL 
2 6 
3 9 
4 10 
3 9 
3 9 
1 3 
2 6 
2 6 
2 4 
22 62 
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Notes: 1. Diagnostic and formative test items of Korean
 
language, social studies, mathematics and natural
 
science are included in the student's learning

guidebook of each subject matter.
 
2. Diagnostic and formative test items of music,
 
fine arts and practical arts which are not developed
 
in the student's learning guidebook are included
 
in each grade learning guidebook of Korean language.
 
4. Teacher's Guidebook for Broadcasting
 
II. Textbooks and Other Materials for High School of Air and Correspondence
 
A. Correspondence Texts, 1976 Academic Year (inaddition to 50
 
subjects edited or revised in earlier years)
 
1. The 1st semester of the 2d grade--One subject matter
 
revised
 
2. The 1st semester of the 3rd grade-- 13 subject matters
 
edited
 
B. Handbook of Radio Instruction Programmes
 
1. 1974 Academic Year
 
a. Handbook of Radio Instruction for the Ist and 2nd
 
semester respectively of the 1st grade
 
2. 1975 Academic Year
 
a. Handbook of Radio Instruction for the 1st and 2nd
 
semester respectively of the 2nd grade
 
3. 1976 Academic Year
 
a. Handbook of Radio Instruction for the 1st semester
 
of the 3rd grade
 
C. In-service Training Materials for Correspondence School Teachers
 
1. 1974 Academic Year 
a. Teacher's Manual of Correspondence Teaching
 
2. 1975 Academic Year
 
a. Teacher's Manual of Correspondence Teaching
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D. Supplementary Learning Materials
 
1. 1975 Academic Year
 
a. Learning Materials for National Language for theIst
 
semester of the 1st grade

b. Learning Materials for Mathematics for the Ist semester
 
of the 1st grade
 
c. Learning Materials for English for the Ist semester of
 
the Ist grade
 
E. Guidebook for Self-study
 
1. Academic Year of 1976
 
a. Student's Guidebook for Self-study
 
F. Summative Test Materials
 
1. 1974 Academic Year
 
a. Test materials for end of examinations for the 1st
 
and 2nd semester of the Ist grade
 
2. 1975 Academic Year
 
a. Test materials for end of examinations for the 1st and
 
2nd semster of the 1st and 2nd grade
 
3. 1976 Academic Year
 
a. Test materials for end of examinations for the 1st
 
semester of Ist, 2nd, and 3rd grade
 
G. News Letter
 
1. 1975 Academic Year
 
a. News Letters edited, printed, and distributed twice and
 
ceased
 
H. A Preliminary Report on Curriculum Specification of Air and
 
Correspondence High School 
1. 1973-77: Ist Grade, One Volume 
2. 1974-78: 1st and 2nd Grade, One Volume 
3. 1975-78: 3rd Grade, One Volume 
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I. A Report on Status of Operation of Air and Corresponence High 
School 
1. 1976-79: One Volume
 
III. Population Education flaterials
 
A. A Study on the Curriculum and Instructional flaterials for 
Population Education: Findings of the First Experirental 
Tryout 
1. Elementary and middle schools (Nov. 1975) 
2. liqh School (Dec. 1975)
 
G. Teacher's rfuide and Student W,1nrkbnoks for Pnpul,!tion 
Education (Dec. 1975)
 
1. Elementary School 
a. Fourth qade
 
i. Social Studies
 
ii. Arithretic 
iii. Vocational Education
 
b. Fiftli grade 
i. Korean istory 
ii. Social Studiesiii. Ari thretic 
iv. 'ncatinnal Education 
c. Sixth nrado 
i. Korean Ilistrr,! 
ii. Social Studies
iii. Ari thrinet ic 
iv. i:aturl i c ence 
v. Pli;,ical lducntion 
vi. llocatirnal Education 
2. 'iddle Schr~nl 
a. First nrCr(tld 
i. Social Sttjdies (fornrornhv)
ii. f 'ther-atics
 
ilv. ['0vical Fucntin
iv. linr'e Lrnnnricr. 
V., .,,4t..'~-."-'-27-' ' 
v.,Home 4cnnc 
c.ecod grade. 
Social Studies-ii: 
ivi. Scienice 
iv. PhsialEdc ato 
v.# Home Economics 
- , 
3. cig Thrd grade aebu ubet"Atr 
- ..~~a.Korean Histry 
.44 b . Social Studi 
iij. Pliteticsan Ecnrc 
iv.Screaneogr
 
e. Physical Education 
f. lomeEconics 
P"uAtn.er
3. Deig ScoolResonrce tSubject at 
2.P o eain Anlistoryouato Cuat 
Studiesen
3.PouainIcreAdScial 

4.iPopulationCanAd Ecnnic.........
 
5,Pouato'Sot rndCulturentn nimr
 
6. 	 Family Life and "aternfl Child Health 
7. 	 Reproduction in Human Population 
IV. Industrial Arts "aterials 
A. 	 De-Yeun Kim, Kae-hak Lee, Jenunq-i'un Lee, and "no-il Chunq; 
"Study on the development of th" industril arts curricitlum 
for middle schools" (lesearch report 'In.26) 
.In - L .,ee,ae-hak Lee, Jenunq-Kun Lee, and "no-il Thuno; 
"Study on the developr'ent nf the lhnre econr'ics curriculum for 
middle schnnls" (Tesearch Denort No. 27) 
C. 	Kae-ha, Lee, Jeounn-Kun Lee, and "on-il Chunq; "Survw, on 
the industrial arts and hrre econnmics educatinn in riddln 
schools" (Desearch neport ':n. 25) 
V. 	1iscellnerus
 
Da-Shik ,4nd l 

n,.! cofr',unity educitirn for rural dnvelonr'ent.
 
. ienj 	 on Oonq-Shik, Towards ir-ornver-vnt of the 
U. 	Educatinnal Plan for thie Fourth Fivr-Yoar Ecnnnric revP'r-ent 
P!in (1 77-I;l ). 
C. 	;Tran Educational r,velnnrent, an Lnnlish l,,ncu,,rr ne,'sletter 
first issued in January, 1J/u, in a 500 copy edition and to 'e 
publ ished irreqularl,! in the future for ,listrit'utinn tn 
research institutes and internatinnal fripn(s of l'.I. 
